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This study investigated how students‘ perceptions of course choice and structure 

are related directly or indirectly to their sense of autonomy, academic emotions, and use 

of self-regulated learning strategies with the hypothesis of significant relationship of 

these two areas of instructional practice to those outcome variables. In this study, a total 

of 601 undergraduate students were asked to respond to surveys on perceived choice, 

perceived structure, perceived autonomy, academic emotions, and self-regulated learning 

strategies as well as basic course characteristic information measure with regard to a 

specific course in which they were enrolled.  

Structural Equation Modeling suggested both students‘ perceived choice and 

perceived structure in the classroom had small but positive relationships to their 

perceived autonomy. Regarding the relationships between these two teaching strategies 

and academic emotions, the level of students‘ perceived choice was directly associated 
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only with higher feeling of enjoyment, but indirectly related to all four academic 

emotions with mediation of the level of perceived autonomy in the direction that one 

would predict (i.e, higher enjoyment and pride, lower anger and anxiety). On the other 

hand, perceived structure predicted those four academic emotions not only directly but 

also indirectly via sense of autonomy in predicted direction. Regarding their relationships 

with self-regulated learning strategies, neither perceived choice nor perceived structure 

directly predicted use of self-regulated learning strategies. However, their relationships 

were supported through the mediation of academic emotions, sense of autonomy, or both.  

This research helps to provide a clearer picture of autonomy supportive teaching. 

In particular, this study might help to understand how provisions of choice and structure, 

which are controversial instructional methods about autonomy supportive teaching, 

influence the entire process of learning including academic emotions and self-regulation 

of learning as well as sense of autonomy.  
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Chapter 1:  Introduction 

 

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

As the constructivist perspective of learning has become more prominent in the 

field of educational psychology, many researchers and educators have begun to pay 

increasing attention to students‘ sense of autonomy and how to facilitate it (Bonk & 

Cunningham, 1998; Mayer, 2004; Meyer & Turner, 2002b; Reeve, 2002; Schallert & 

Martin, 2003). Unlike previous learning theories, the constructivist perspective adopts the 

underlying assumption that individuals actively interpret a given context and construct 

their own meaning in their own way. Therefore, even though the teacher tries to provide 

students with new knowledge, if the students do not have enough prior knowledge to 

connect to the new knowledge or have a different prior knowledge base, they may fail to 

learn as intended. Influenced by this perspective, many educational psychologists propose 

that existing classroom learning which is initiated, regulated, and controlled by teachers 

is no longer the method of choice. Rather learning initiated by students, which allows 

students to engage autonomously in learning and alters instruction based on their ability 

level, is regarded as more useful and productive.  

More recently, the Self-Determination Theory has provided us with studies to 

understand the nature and consequence of autonomy in learning situations. From this 

perspective, the sense of autonomy or self-determination is referred to as a state of ―inner 

endorsement by self in initiating and regulating behaviors‖ (Ryan & Deci, 2006, p. 1560). 
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In other words, an autonomous person is one who perceives his or her behavior as being 

derived and regulated by the individual‘s own interest, goal, and values, not by others‘ 

enforcement. SDT posits, moreover, that the sense of autonomy is an essential need for a 

human being to be fully motivated, fully functioning, and to have a sense of well-being. 

When behavior is perceived to stem from themselves, people are more likely to enjoy 

doing this behavior, actively engage in it, and show better performance. In contrast, when 

behavior is perceived to be motivated by others‘ pressure or enforcement, they are less 

likely to enjoy doing it and tend to engage in it superficially, feeling that they are 

controlled by others.   

In support of the self-determination theory, a great many empirical studies have 

indicated that students‘ sense of autonomy in the classroom plays an important role in the 

students‘ entire learning process (e.g., Black & Deci, 2000; Connell & Wellborn, 1991; 

Deci & Ryan, 1987; Flink, Boggiano, & Barrett, 1990; Garcia & Pintrich, 1996). A 

classroom context that supports students‘ autonomy appears especially to increase 

positive academic emotions such as enjoyment and pride and to decrease negative 

emotions such as anger and anxiety, whereas a controlling classroom style tends to 

provoke or strengthen negative emotions (e.g., Assor & Kaplan, 2001; Assor, Kaplan, & 

Kanat-Maymon, & Roth, 2005; Black & Deci, 2000; Deci, Vallerand, Pelletier, & Ryan, 

1991; Gronick & Ryan, 1987; Meyer & Turner, 2002a; Miserandino, 1996; Patrick, 

Skinner, & Connell, 1993; Pekrun, 2006; Pekrun, Goetz, Titz, & Perry, 2002; Skinner & 

Belmont, 1993). For instance, Assor et al. (2005) found that threats or disruptive 
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controlling teaching that interferes with students‘ goal and pace of learning made students 

to feel anxious and angry.  

 Moreover, the sense of autonomy in an autonomy supportive classroom was also 

reported to influence cognitive and meta-cognitive engagement in learning (e.g., 

Boekaerts, 2002; Meyer & Turner, 2002b; Pekrun, 2006; Pekrun et al., 2002; Perry, 

VandeKamp, Mercer, & Nordby, 2002). In the study by Perry et al. (2002), for example, 

students whose teacher engaged in autonomy supportive teaching tended to monitor and 

evaluate their writing progress in productive ways and to seek more help from their peers 

and teachers when they encountered difficulties. In this respect, creating classroom 

contexts to improve students‘ sense of autonomy emerges as an important teaching goal 

and principle for productive teaching (Bonk & Cunningham, 1998).  

As the sense of autonomy has emerged as a critical need for students to 

volitionally engage in learning, educators have attempted to create classroom 

environments to facilitate it. However, there are a few problems with applying this 

theoretical concept of autonomy to classroom teaching. The problem results from the 

tendency of some educators to interpret autonomy much too literally (Mayer, 2004; 

Stefanou, Perencevich, DiCintio, & Turner, 2004). Two kinds of issues appear to be 

related to this simple application. The first issue regards whether provision of choice is 

equal to autonomy supportive teaching. In many cases, the emphasis on autonomy leads 

teachers to believe that as they offer more choices to students, students may feel more 

independence, as a result, actively engage in learning, and show better performance. As 
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the provision of choices was often identified with autonomy supportive teaching in this 

way, some teachers decided to allow students to do whatever they wish.  

In fact, there has been a great deal of research showing that students can benefit 

emotionally, motivationally, and cognitively from making choices in classroom learning 

because choices are mostly based on their interest and prior knowledge, and result in 

more ownership or responsibility for their learning (Cordova, & Lepper, 1996; Flowerday 

& Schraw, 2000; Moller, Deci, & Ryan 2006; Owens, Mortimer, & Finch, 1996; 

Reynolds, & Symons, 2001). These features of making choices might help students enjoy 

learning and become cognitively active. Contradictorily, some studies have pointed out 

that the provision of choice does not always have a positive impact on learning. These 

studies assert that too many choices interfere with the students‘ learning process because 

the students become overwhelmed and nervous. Additionally, when they lack the ability 

to keep pursuing their learning or lack prior knowledge of the subject, or when options 

are not interesting to them, making choices may have detrimental effects or no effect at 

all on their emotion and cognitive engagement (Assor et al., 2002; Assor, 1997; 

Baumeister, Bratslavsky, Muraven, & Tice, 1998; Botti & Iyenger, 2004; d'Ailly, 2004; 

Flowerday & Schraw, 2003; Iyengar & Lepper, 2000; Overskeid & Svartdal, 1996; 

Parker & Lepper, 1992; Reeve, Nix, & Hamm, 2003; Schwartz, 2000; Snibbe, & Markus, 

2005). It is possible that many students would not know what to do with unrestricted 

freedom if choices are not given within appropriate ability level and interest level.  

In the same vein, Mayer (2004) found that too many choices had negative effects 
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on students‘ learning when he compared pure discovery learning with guided discovery 

learning. He found that in the situation of pure discovery learning where students freely 

explore in a learning context with little or no guidance, they performed worst on various 

cognitive activities. On the other hand, in the situation of guided discovery learning 

where the teacher provides guidance and coaching, students performed best. This finding 

implies that too much freedom can interfere with being cognitively active. Thus, even 

though making a choice might play an important role in facilitating students‘ sense of 

autonomy, the context of additional autonomy supportive conditions needs to be 

implemented to enhance their autonomy.   

The second issue related to application of autonomy support in classroom 

teaching regards whether well structured teaching is the opposite of autonomy supportive 

teaching. Emphasis on sense of autonomy or student-centered learning seems to result in 

the tendency to think of teachers‘ deliberate intervention or engagement in students‘ 

learning to be teacher-centered or controlling teaching, which is then harmful to students‘ 

sense of autonomy and learning. Therefore, teachers are advised to reduce their control in 

order to enhance the sense of autonomy (Assor, Kaplan, & Roth, 2002; Reeve, 2002; 

Schwartz, 2000).  

Although the construct of perceived structure can be defined differently and 

named differently, from the perspective of self-determination theory, good structure 

refers to the amount of information the teacher can offer about how effectively to achieve 

a desired outcome in the context. This is achieved by clearly communicating teachers‘ 
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expectations, by responding consistently, predictably, and contingently, offering 

instrumental help and support, and adjusting teaching strategies to the level of the student 

(Assor & Kaplan, 2001; Connell, 1990; Grolnick & Ryan, 1989; Skinner & Belmont, 

1993). In contrast to controlling teaching that involves forcing students to do what the 

teacher wants and ignoring students‘ interest and opinions, providing such structure has 

been argued as encouraging students to integrate the presented learning material with 

appropriate prior knowledge, and to engage in useful learning strategies (Assor et al., 

2005; Reeve, 2002). If the teacher is active in helping the students to connect new tasks 

to their goals and interests and eventually to achieve their goals, autonomy and 

competence enhancement will occur. In this respect, providing structure in a classroom 

can also be considered as necessary practice to improve the experience of autonomy and 

the learning process as well.  

Several studies have supported the notion that well-structured teaching may have 

positive impacts on students‘ motivation and learning (Grolnick & Ryan, 1989; Skinner 

& Belmont, 1993; Weinert & Helmke, 1995). In the study that best illustrates this point, 

Kunter, Baumert, and Koller (2007) found that effective classroom management 

including rule clarity and teacher monitoring was positively associated with 7
th

 and 8
th

 

grade students‘ interest development in mathematics. This finding is in line with the 

argument by Ryan and Deci (2006), in which the essence of autonomy enhancement is 

not void of the educator‘s intervention, but making his or her engagement useful.  
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However, the effects of provision of choice and structure on autonomy, academic 

emotions, and learning processes still appear to be controversial issues in need of further 

research by more empirical studies. In addition, empirical studies to investigate their 

effects on motivation and learning simultaneously are scare. Thus, I carried out this study 

to examine whether these two instructional methods, provision of choice and structure, 

are related not only to perceived autonomy, but also to adaptive academic emotions and 

self- regulated learning strategies.  

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 

This study investigated whether the provision of choice along with structure 

makes direct or indirect unique contributions to the enhancement of students‘ sense of 

autonomy and other related aspects of learning behaviors in classroom learning, including 

academic emotions (i.e., enjoyment, pride, anger, and anxiety), and use of self-regulated 

learning.    

As mentioned earlier, there have been contradictory findings and predictions 

about the effects of teachers‘ provision of choice on motivation and learning. Although a 

positive relationship between teachers‘ provision of choice and students‘ perceived 

autonomy (e.g., Cordova, & Lepper, 1996; Moller et al., 2006) has been supported across 

numerous studies, some studies revealed that making choices sometimes had a negative 

impact or no impact at all on students‘ motivation and learning (Assor et al., 2002; 

Baumeister, et al., 1998; Reeve, et al., 2003; Schwartz, 2000. In addition, whether 

classroom environments characterized by well-structured teaching facilitate or impair 
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sense of autonomy and adaptive learning strategies also has been a critical issue for 

effective teaching (Kunter et al., 2007; Weinert & Helmke, 1995). Accordingly, this 

study attempted to integrate these controversial issues in response to conflicting 

theoretical perspective and empirical findings.  

On the basis of this argument and presented research results, I assumed that the 

classroom context supported by provision of choice and good structure serves as an 

important predictor of students‘ sense of autonomy. In addition, these two instructional 

practices were assumed to affect students‘ emotions including enjoyment, pride, anger, 

and anxiety and self-regulated learning strategies. Particularly, in this study, the effects of 

choice and structure on sense of autonomy and other consequences were also tested in 

terms of a mediating model suggested by Pekrun et al. (2002) and Vallerand, Fortier, and 

Guay (1997). Their mediating model proposes that classroom environments supporting 

autonomy would increase students‘ sense of autonomy, which in turn would induce 

positive academic emotions, reduce negative emotions, and then result in strategic 

learning.  

Therefore, the present study aimed to investigate how provision of choice and 

structure are directly or indirectly related to college students‘ sense of autonomy, 

academic emotions, and use of self-regulated learning strategies using the analysis of 

Structural Equation Modeling. Because this statistical method is widely used to explore 

the causal relationships between latent variables, it is appropriate for this study in order to 

test the integrated sequence among two instructional methods, sense of autonomy, 
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academic emotions, and self-regulated learning processes. The findings from the present 

study were expected not only to clarify the nature of the psychological concept of 

autonomy but also to offer suggestions for teachers who strive to enhance students‘ sense 

of autonomy. In particular, investigating the effects of perceived choice and structure on 

academic emotions and use of self-regulated learning strategies as well as sense of 

autonomy might help educators and researchers to understand better how two 

instructional practices influence the entire learning process.  

RESEARCH QUESTIONS  

1. What is the relationship among the level of perceived autonomy in the 

classroom, the level of four separate academic emotions (i.e., enjoyment, pride, anger, 

and anxiety), and the level of self-regulated learning strategies?  

1(a) Is the level of perceived autonomy directly related to the level of self-

regulated learning strategies?  

1(b) Is the relationship between level of perceived autonomy and the level of self-

regulated learning strategies mediated differentially by the levels of four separate 

academic emotions?  

 

2. Are the levels of students‘ perceived choice and structure in the classroom 

related to the level of perceived autonomy?  
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3. What are the relationships between the levels of students‘ perceived choice and 

structure in the classroom and the levels of four separate academic emotions?  

3(a) Are the levels of students‘ perceived choice and structure directly related to 

the levels of four separate academic emotions?  

3(b) Are the levels of perceived choice and structure indirectly associated with the 

levels of four different academic emotions via the level of perceived autonomy? 

 

4. What are the relationships between the levels of students‘ perceived choice and 

structure in the classroom and the level of self-regulated learning strategies?  

4(a) Are the levels of students‘ perceived choice and structure directly related to 

the level of self-regulated learning strategies?  

4(b) Are the levels of perceived choice and structure indirectly related to the level 

of self-regulated learning strategies through perceived autonomy?  

4(c) Are the levels of perceived choice and structure indirectly associated with the 

level of self-regulated learning strategies via the levels of four separate academic 

emotions?  

4(b) Are the levels of perceived choice and structure indirectly related to the level 

of self-regulated learning strategies via the level of perceived autonomy and then the 

levels of four different academic emotions?  
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In the next chapter, I provide an integrative literature review of the five major 

areas related to this study: the sense of autonomy, academic emotions, self-regulation of 

learning, provision of choice, and provision of structure. Chapter 3 describes the 

hypotheses I tested, the participants, procedure, instruments, and data analysis for the 

present study. Chapter 4 presents the results of the study, and in Chapter 5, I conclude 

with a discussion of the main findings, limitations of this study and future directions, and 

practical implications for teaching.   
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Chapter 2:  Review of the Literature 

 

This literature review summarizes five strands of research relevant to the effect of 

students’ perceived choice and structure on motivation, emotions, and learning. The first 

strand reviews the sense of autonomy in terms of self-determination theory. The second 

strand provides a definition of academic emotion and presents the relationship between 

autonomy and academic emotions. The third strand defines self-regulated learning 

strategies and reviews how it is evoked by a sense of autonomy and academic emotions. 

The fourth strand compares a number of studies regarding the effects of choice on 

learning, which is regarded as one of the instructional strategies to enhance sense of 

autonomy, and then the final strand includes studies about the effects of students’ 

perceived structure, which is a controversial issue related to sense of autonomy.  

SENSE OF AUTONOMY 

Definition of Autonomy  

The term autonomy or self-determination literally refers to the state of “an inner 

endorsement and regulation by self in intentional behaviors” (Ryan & Deci, 2006, p. 

1560). According to Deci and Ryan (1987), all intentional or motivated behaviors can be 

initiated and regulated either autonomously or by a coercive and pressuring environment. 

We refer to the former as autonomously motivated behaviors, and the latter as controlled 

motivated behaviors. Behaviors emanating from self or autonomously are also 

coordinated with the individual’s goal, value, and interest, whereas those that arise from 
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others are forced by others or a pressuring context regardless of individual’s interest and 

value. Deci and Ryan (1987) asserted that even though those behaviors might seem to be 

similar and sometimes have the same results, it might affect their emotions and 

performance differently in the long term, because the reasons of involvement for those 

behaviors are different.  

In a review of related literature, Reeves (2002) delineated this theoretical concept 

of autonomy as having three subjective experiential qualities: internal perceived locus of 

causality, volition, and perceived choice. That is, a person who feels autonomous seems 

to experience these three components. Internal perceived locus of causality concerns the 

person's perception that his or her action is stemming from the self. Volition involves “a 

sense of unpressured willingness to engage in the activity” (Deci, Ryan, & Williams, 

1996, p.165). Volition is related to the degree to which individuals feel freedom when 

they do what they want to do or do not do what they do not want to do. Lastly, perceived 

choice refers to a sense that one’s actions are truly chosen. The perceived choice 

concerns the extent to which the person perceives having flexibility in decision making 

process and a chance to choose among the options (Reeve et al., 2003). Even if these 

three qualities of sense of autonomy appear to be overlapping, it seems to help to capture 

what the sense of autonomy feels like. Consequently, the autonomous learner tends to 

perceive their action as initiated and regulated by their choice, interest, and value and 

feels no pressure and high flexibility in the process of action (Reeve et al., 2003).  
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Self-Determination Theory View of Autonomy  

First presented in the 80’s (Deci & Ryan, 1985), Self-determination theory (SDT) 

views the issue of autonomy as a key to understanding the quality of behavioral 

regulation (Ryan & Deci, 2006). That is, this theory emphasized that autonomy is 

essential to not only the full functioning and well-being of individuals, but also optimal 

functioning of organizations and culture. Using various empirical approaches, SDT is 

concerned not only with understanding the nature and consequence of autonomy, but also 

specifying how it can be either diminished or facilitated by biological and social 

conditions (Ryan & Deci, 2006).  

SDT can be represented in the form of mini-theories that describe specific 

phenomena of self-determination (Ryan & Deci, 2002). These mini-theories describe how 

a human being’s self determination is affected by the social environment as well as how a 

human being maintains self determination. The first, Cognitive Evaluation Theory (CET), 

was created to describe the effects of social contexts on people’s intrinsic motivation. 

This theory describes two types of motivation, expanding DeCharms’ (1968) analysis of 

perceived locus of causality. With extrinsic motivation, people perceive the locus of 

initiation and regulation of their behaviors to be external to themselves, whereas with 

intrinsic motivation, they perceive the locus to be within themselves. In other words, if 

the reason for doing an activity is for its own sake or interest, this behavior is considered 

as intrinsically motivated. On the other hand, if reason for engagement in an activity is to 

obtain rewards or consequence, it is conceived as externally motivated or controlled. 
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Therefore, intrinsic motivation tends to be diminished when locus of causality is 

perceived to be external.  

CET was based on laboratory experiments on how feedback, rewards and 

deadlines, as social contexts, affected people’s intrinsic motivation for interesting tasks. 

Studies indicated that the controlling nature of negative feedback and extrinsic rewards 

interfered with the development and maintenance of self-determination, inducing 

extrinsic motivation (Deci & Cascio, 1972). In addition to the studies of rewards, other 

classroom events such as competition, evaluation, and imposed goals also have been 

found as controlling instruction and decreasing intrinsic motivation (Amabile, DeJong, & 

Lepper, 1976; Deci, Betley, Kahle, Abrams, & Porac, 1981; Mossholder, 1980; Smith, 

1975). Together, the interpersonal climate within which these events are conducted also 

has been shown to influence sense of self-determination depending on whether it is 

supportive or controlling (Deci & Ryan, 1987). For example, even positive feedback can 

be experienced as controlling when is provided in evaluative manner (Ryan, 1982).   

Unlike CET, Organismic Integration Theory (OIT) considers people to be 

naturally inclined to integrate the external origin of behaviors through the internalization 

process to some degree. In contrast to the intrinsic-extrinsic dichotomous distinction of 

motivation, OIT views extrinsic motivation in terms of a continuum of its internalization. 

That is, even extrinsically motivated behavior can be located on a continuum from more 

extrinsic to less extrinsic motivation (i.e., more autonomous) depending on the extent to 

which individuals internalize its initial extrinsic origin into their self and their own 
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values. For example, when sometimes significant others encourage people to do an 

uninteresting activity, the individuals will tend to internalize the activity’s initially 

external regulation. To some degree, the individuals would be autonomous and regulate 

their volition even when they enact this extrinsically motivated behavior.  

OIT proposed four different types of extrinsic regulation with different levels of 

perceived autonomy: external regulation, introjected regulation, identified regulation, and 

integrated regulation. At the extrinsic end of the motivation continuum, external 

regulation is the state of motivation to attain rewards or avoid punishments, and as such 

the least autonomous form of extrinsic motivation. With this regulation, people still do 

not seem to internalize extrinsic motivation. Introjected regulated behaviors are initiated 

and regulated to avoid guilt and shame or to maintain self-esteem. Introjected regulation 

is a form of partially internalized motivation but is not considered as the integrated self. 

Indentified regulation is a more self-determined form of extrinsic motivation and 

consciously accepts the behavior as being important. Thus, identified regulation seems to 

be relatively autonomous, with the individual accepting it as his or her own value and 

goal. Lastly, integrated regulation is the most autonomous form of extrinsic motivation as 

the person in this level of regulation performs volitionally. However, it is still considered 

as extrinsic because the individuals are motivated to obtain personally important 

outcomes rather than by their own interest or enjoyment.  

In sum, as a critical need for the person to fully function and be fully motivated, 

the sense of autonomy needs to be satisfied through either environmental or biological 
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conditions. The following section will define academic emotions and discuss how the 

sense of autonomy interplays with academic emotion.    

ACADEMIC EMOTIONS 

Definition of Academic Emotions 

As emotions are revealed to be involved in every aspect of the teaching and 

learning process, an understanding of the nature of emotions within the school context is 

critical (Schutz & Lanehart, 2002). According to Lazarus (1991), we do not become 

emotional about unimportant things but about values and goals to which we have made a 

strong commitment. Success in school learning where we spend a large part of life is 

frequently regarded as being important itself and furthermore as a determinant for the 

quality of future life. Moreover, when thinking of the fact that there is always the 

possibility of failure in acquiring new knowledge in classroom learning, it is no wonder 

that our emotions must be vulnerable to these changeable situations. Accordingly, it is 

clear that students are learning in classroom settings in a state of various emotions and 

minds. In concert with this, these emotional responses are also important in the sense that 

they have been shown to influence students’ cognitive process and performance, as well 

as their psychological well-being (Baker & Shannon, 1995; Pekrun et al., 2002). 

Therefore, emotions serve not only as indicators of personal meaning delivered by a 

given environment or experience, but also a determinant for future behavior. In the 

following paragraphs, I will discuss what academic emotion is and how academic 

emotions interact with the sense of autonomy and autonomy supportive teaching.  
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In particular, Pekrun et al. (2002) and Pekrun (2006) defined Academic Emotion 

as a diversity of emotions derived by primary appraisal tied to academic learning 

processes or experiences. That is, aspects of classroom learning might be assessed by the 

process of individual appraisal in terms of whether or not this situation is personally 

significant. Finally, this process might induce different emotional reactions. If so, what 

are the aspects of a classroom learning setting which influence the individual appraisal 

process? As important contextual factors of classroom learning which might elicit various 

emotional responses, Pekrun et al. (2002) and Pekrun (2006) listed academic activities 

(e.g., the difficulty of task), classroom instruction (e.g., quality of teaching), as well as 

achievement (e.g., outcomes). Achievement involves whether or not students succeed in 

learning. For instance, if their achievement satisfied their goal or needs, students might 

feel pride. Academic activity refers to the kind of activity in which students engage and 

how they perceive it. For instance, while a difficult task makes students feel anxiety and 

frustration, a too easy task gives rise to boredom. Lastly, classroom instruction includes 

the quality of teaching teachers provide, such as whether or not teachers try to enhance 

students’ self-efficacy employing various strategies.  

Different emotional reactions led by contextual factors appear to be moderated by 

the individual’s appraisal process (Do & Schallert, 2004; Lazarus, 1991; Pekrun, 2006). 

Lazarus (1991) defined appraisal process as “an evaluation of the personal significance of 

what is happening in an encounter with the environment” (p. 820). In other words, every 

situation is interpreted by personal cognitive process and such cognitive process 
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differentiates emotional responses. According to Lazarus (1991), such appraisal 

components are concerned with goal relevance, goal congruence, goal content (i.e., ego-

involvement), and the attribution of accountability. Goal relevance refers to the degree to 

which the experience or activity is tied to students’ goal. Goal congruence concerns 

whether the outcome is appraised as harmful or beneficial. Goal content or ego 

involvement involves whether or not it enhances ego identity or moral value. Lastly, 

attribution of accountability includes the extent to which persons are in full control of 

their damaging or beneficial action. He also suggested that these appraisal components 

play a role in leading to different academic emotions. For example, if the outcome of 

activity which is high in goal relevance turned out to be harmful and if someone else is 

responsible for damaging results, anger might emerge.  

Simplifying these appraisal processes, Pekrun et al. (2002) and Pekrun (2006) 

proposed two important appraisal components: value and control beliefs. From their 

perspective, these two beliefs lead to different emotional reactions with regard to various 

situations. That is, the kind of classroom environment and outcomes students face, and 

whether that environment satisfies their needs or goals affect their beliefs of competence 

and task value. In turn, this different perception (i.e., appraisal) might accompany various 

emotional reactions. For instance, in the case of moderate expectancy of control ability of 

a valuable task, there will be hope if success is certain. On the other hand, if failure is not 

avoidable in the same situation, anxiety is induced. Therefore, these patterns of appraisal 
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processes aroused by the learning environment make a distinction among emotional 

reactions.  

The Relationship between Sense of Autonomy and Academic Emotion 

As implied above, students’ academic emotions can be affected by the classroom 

environment they face. Especially, whether or not students perceive a sense of autonomy 

from classroom activities or teacher’s instruction has been raised as one of the 

representative aspects of environment which might affect their emotional reaction (Black 

& Deci, 2000; Connell & Wellborn, 1991; Deci et al., 1991; Gronick & Ryan, 1987; 

Miserandino, 1996; Patrick et al., 1993; Pekrun, 2006; Pekurn et al., 2002; Skinner & 

Belmont, 1993). It is possible that since feeling autonomous constitutes activities being 

integrated with their own values and interest, it may influence directly or indirectly value 

and control beliefs. For instance, if the action is perceived to be initiated by another, 

students might not value and be interested in the task, and eventually feel bored in the 

task. Patrick et al.(1993) found that the sense of autonomy, as human being’s basic need, 

also emerged as a strong predictor of elementary students’ emotional (e.g., anger, 

distress, boredom and positive emotions) and behavior engagement.  

Although eight kinds of emotions were identified as the most likely to occur in 

academic settings (i.e., enjoyment, pride, hope, shame, anger, boredom, anxiety, and 

hopelessness) by Pekrun et al. (2002), four emotions have often been discussed as being 

related to sense of autonomy or autonomy supportive instruction: enjoyment, pride, 
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anger, and anxiety. The following will discuss how these different emotions are 

associated with the sense of autonomy supportive or suppressing teaching behaviors.  

Enjoyment   

Generally, enjoyment is assumed to be instigated in the case of activity that is 

positively valued and is perceived as being sufficiently controllable by the self (Pekrun, 

2006). The sense of autonomy or autonomy supportive teaching might play an important 

role in inducing this appraisal. It is postulated that when students are intrinsically 

motivated by their interest, they are more likely to feel this activity is valuable (Patrick et 

al., 1993). In addition, since the sense of autonomy corresponds with opportunities to 

adjust their level of challenge, forming a better match with their skills, they are more 

likely to believe they can control all activity (Meyer & Turner, 2002a). Therefore, as 

students are able to adjust their strategies to reach their goals for an interesting activity, 

they can enjoy their learning under an autonomy supportive instructional context.  

In practice, there have been many studies to support the assertion that autonomy-

enhancing teacher behaviors are associated with feelings of interest and enjoyment in the 

relation to the learning of subjects (Assor & Kaplan, 2001; Black & Deci, 2000; 

Harackiewicz, 1979; Miserandino, 1996; Skinner & Belmont, 1993). For example, 

Miserandino (1996) found that when elementary students experienced a lack of autonomy 

from classroom context, less enjoyment and more anger and anxiety were the results.  
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Anger 

Unlike enjoyment, when the activity is perceived to be externally motivated by 

others, and students believe they have enough ability to succeed, anger is expected to be 

aroused (Pekrun, 2006). If failure is unavoidable, their ego identity results in being 

harmed, and their failure is attributed to others, anger will be especially intense (Lazarus, 

1991). When reason for engagement in classroom activities is to avoid punishment or 

threat (e.g., due to pressure by others), not to learn itself, students are likely to express 

anger, fear, or anxiety even while working on activities (Miserandino, 1996; Patrick et 

al., 1993).  

Assor et al. (2005) revealed how autonomy-suppressing teacher behavior (i.e., 

controlling behaviors), as opposed to autonomy supportive teaching, might be harmful to 

students’ positive emotions. They posited that threat or disruptive teacher intervention 

would be perceived as an unjust action that interferes with their goal, therefore evoking 

anger. As a result of their study with elementary students, these researchers found that as 

teachers gave more frequent directives and interfered with students’ pace of learning, 

students expressed more anger as well as anxiety. This finding parallels the work of 

Assor and Kaplan (2001), pointing out that autonomy-enhancing teacher behaviors were 

associated with feelings of interest and enjoyment in the relation to the learning of 

subjects, whereas autonomy-suppressing teacher behaviors were associated with feeling 

of anger, stress, and boredom.  
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Pride  

Where success is certain and important, and the outcome is judged to be caused 

by self and not others, people might feel pride. On the other hand, if failure is expected to 

happen under the same situation, they are more likely to feel shame. It can be posited that 

since autonomy supportive context makes students feel more responsible and in control 

for their work and results, they are more likely to feel proud of themselves in the 

perception when success is expected.  

Anxiety   

Generally, in the case of expectancies of partial control ability and unavoidable 

failure, anxiety is assumed to be induced. According to Lazarus (1991), although anxiety 

is similar to anger in the sense that ego identity is involved and a goal might be 

threatened, it is different from anger in that in the state of feeling of anxiety the students 

do not fully believe they have control and they can not attribute their failure to others. 

The anxiety results from lower competence in completing the goal. Children who feel 

anxious have shown to believe that they lack the ability that is necessary for success and 

to put pressure on themselves (Patrick et al., 1993). 

In this regard, controlling teaching or autonomy suppressing teaching might result 

in feelings of anxiety due to reducing student control ability. For instance, Assor et al. 

(2005) argued that as controlling behaviors provide obstacles to students’ preferred pace 

of action, students might become passive in their learning, and eventually, they are likely 

to feel anxious that they will not be able to complete the action. That is, limitation of 

individual ability to choose may cause students to feel their learning is evaluated by 
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teachers and instructors. Thus, they might be anxious to show better performance to 

others. According to Ryan and Connell (1989) as students are more externally motivated, 

such as with introjected regulation, a sense of guilt and shame about failure become 

dominant to the state of their feeling. The feeling of anxiety appears to be rooted in such 

sense of guilt and shame about failure (Carver & Scheier, 2000). In practice, Black and 

Deci (2000) found that as college students perceived their workshop leader as autonomy 

supportive and they felt more autonomous out of the classroom, their anxiety 

significantly decreased and enjoyment increased during the semester. Miserandino (1996) 

showed that students who reported feeling controlled in school also reported experiencing 

anxiety and anger as well as boredom, and they avoided or faked their way through their 

lessons.   

The following section will define self-regulated learning and discuss how the 

sense of autonomy interplays with academic emotion and self regulated learning.     

SELF-REGULATED LEARNING STRATEGIES  

Definition of Self-regulated Learning Strategies (SRL) 

As learners are no longer regarded as passive beings that absorb the knowledge 

conveyed by teachers but are able to actively construct their own meaning, becoming a 

self-regulated learner is considered an important educational goal. Pintrich (2000) refers 

to self-regulation of learning as “an active, constructive process whereby learners set 

goals for their learning and then attempt to monitor, regulate, and control their cognition, 

motivation, and behavior, guided and constrained by their goals and the contextual 
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features of the environment” (p. 453). In other words, while learning in the classroom, 

students tend to integrate self-regulation activities such as paying attention to what they 

are learning, evaluating their current behavior needed to attain goal, and regulating their 

actions and goal based on similar past experience and information.  

Many researchers have criticized much of the previous research on self-regulation 

of learning as having examined only the individual differences in the self-regulatory 

process, assuming that while some students are likely to self-regulate in learning, others 

are not (Meyer & Turner, 2002b). In addition, the role of the classroom context in 

supporting student development and enactment of self-regulation appears to be minimally 

explored (Meyer & Turner, 2002b). The critical problem with an individual difference 

approach and ignorance of the influence of classroom context is that it does not have any 

implication for teachers and instruction (Boekaerts, 1995).  

In concert with this argument, educational psychologists emphasize that to 

understand self-regulation process better, studying the context in which self-regulatory 

process emerges is critical. As implied by Pintrich’s definition (2000) of self-regulation 

of learning, this ability of self regulation can be fostered or undermined by contextual 

features of the environment. Specifically, from the Sociocultural perspective of self-

regulation of learning, self-regulation skill is achieved through social interaction 

(McCaslin & Hickey, 2001; Paris & Winograd, 1990) rather than being an individual 

attribute. They suggest that self-regulated learning strategies are acquired through 

reciprocal interaction between individual student and teacher, students and parents, or 
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students and peers. This reciprocal interaction is called “co-regulation” in which student 

and teacher share responsibility of learning. Then students gradually approach self-

regulation by being given autonomy and scaffolding (Meyer & Turner, 2002b). This 

experience makes them able to regulate their learning process without others’ help as 

time passes. Taking reciprocal teaching by Palincsar and Brown (1989) as an example to 

improve students’ self-regulated learning skill, the teacher provides support and guidance 

by modeling effective metacognitive strategies during this initial session. Then, as the 

training progresses, students become more competent in the role of leader. The teacher 

responds to students’ increasing independence by reducing the amount of support and by 

providing chances to decide and pursue their learning by themselves. In sum, it is 

important to note that teachers’ instructional practices and classroom context aimed at 

enhancing sense of autonomy provide the opportunities for self-regulation in real 

classroom context. 

The Relationship between Sense of Autonomy, Academic Emotions, and SRL  

In order to be self-regulated learners, students appear necessarily to feel a sense of 

autonomy in their learning. According to Rhee and Pintrich (2004), one of the inevitable 

design principles for facilitating use of self-regulated learning strategies is to create a 

student-centered classroom climate that gives students autonomy over their own learning 

process, through decision making about their academic tasks. Student might be able to 

more reflectively and efficiently engage in their learning when the reason for 

involvement is endorsed by the self and eventually they feel responsibility for it. Pintrich 
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and De Groot (1990) found that students who were motivated to learn the material (not 

just to get good grades) and believed that their school work was interesting were more 

cognitively engaged in trying to learn and comprehend the material. In addition, these 

students turned out to be self-regulating and to report that they persisted in their academic 

work.  

In a similar fashion, Perry et al. (2002) observed the interaction process between 

children (Kindergarten through Grade 3) and their teachers to probe what teachers do and 

say to promote students’ self-regulated learning skills. As teachers gave students choices, 

opportunities to control challenge, opportunities to evaluate their own and others’ 

learning, instrumental support, and nonthreatening feedback and evaluation, students in 

these classrooms tended to monitor and evaluate their writing progress in productive 

ways more and to seek instrumental support from their peers and teachers when they 

experienced difficulties. Based on the discussion above, these teaching behaviors can be 

interpreted to be instructional practices that promote sense of autonomy. In this regard, it 

is important to note that encouraging student’s intrinsic value and motivation to learn is 

an important component to foster self-regulating learners who effectively use a variety of 

cognitive strategies.  

In the same vein, some studies also suggested that sense of autonomy or self-

determination has been shown to impact students’ self regulated learning as mediated by 

academic emotions (e.g., Boekaerts, 2002; Meyer & Turner, 2002b; Pekrun, 2006; 

Pekrun et al., 2002; Pelletier, Fortier, Vallerand, Briere, 2001). As mentioned earlier, a 
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model of process that Pekurn et al. (2002) and Pekrun (2006) proposed to describe 

antecedents and products of academic emotion delineates this relationship. Whether or 

not the classroom environment that students face satisfies their basic needs affects their 

belief of competence and task value. In turn, this perception might lead to different 

emotional reactions. Furthermore, this resulting academic emotion might have an impact 

on students’ motivation and learning behaviors, such as effort, learning strategy, 

cognitive resources, and achievement.  

With respect to the relation between emotions and self-regulation of learning, 

Boekaerts (1995) argued that while dominantly positive appraisals and their positive 

affects motivate students to assemble available learning resources that lead to self-

regulated activity, threatening appraisals and their corresponding negative emotions 

motivate students to assemble available coping resources for protecting their well-being. 

That is, in the situation of negative emotion, student attention and processing capacity is 

redirected from a learning goal to restoration of well-being rather than to engagement in 

learning. In addition, their corresponding intrusive thoughts impede the selection and 

coordination of cognitive strategies necessary for specific information processes. Paris 

and Winograd (1990) related emotions to metacognition arguing that self-appraisal led to 

powerful emotional outcomes and this emotion affects self-management process to use 

strategies to reach goals in either positive or negative way. The work of Do and Schallert 

(2004) supported this assumption showing that non talkers, believed to be affected by 

anxiety in classroom discussion situation, were so concerned about whether they could  
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successfully complete their talking that they did not devote enough time to monitor 

others’ response.  

In this respect, positive emotions such as enjoyment or pride engendered by sense 

of autonomy are usually expected to lead to adaptive learning behavior, and cognitive 

processing. For instance, in the situation of enjoyment which is also often related to flow 

experiences (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990), students are concentrating so deeply on the task 

that they do not notice time passing and they actively engage in learning challenges 

(Schallert, Reed & Turner, 2004). With positive emotion of enjoyment from interest, 

students may be able to invest their cognitive resources in the task itself and approach it 

more flexibly without being distracted (Pekrun, 2006; Pekrun, et al, 2002; Shernoff, 

Csikszentmihalyi, Schneider, Shernoff, 2003). On the other hand, anxiety from 

controlling teaching might interfere with students’ deep cognitive process because the 

concern about success or failure takes up a large amount of cognitive resources (Pekrun, 

2006; Pekrun et al., 2002) or because they spent more time thinking about why this 

negative emotion is occurring (Brand, Torstein, & Opwis, 2007).  

In fact, there has been a dispute about whether negative feeling always induce 

maladaptive behavior and whether positive feeling always result in adaptive behavior 

(e.g., Brand et al., 2007; Schallert & Martin, 2003; Turner & Schallert, 2001). Recently, 

the work by Brand et al. (2007) provided some evidence with regard to this dispute, 

revealing that participants in a negative mood needed more time to master cognitive task 

and performed worse in transfer task than those in positive mood.   
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In conclusion, most researchers believe that students’ sense of autonomy, which 

affects academic emotion and self-regulated learning strategies, will be fulfilled or 

promoted by classroom context. Deci and Ryan (1987) and Black and Deci (2000) argue 

that social-context factors can serve as important determinants of perception of either 

autonomy support or overly controlling behaviors. In other words, how a teacher creates 

classroom activity and interacts with students plays an important role in students’ sense 

of autonomy support or control by others. For example, when teachers impose strict 

paper deadlines using threats, students’ sense of autonomy might be undermined. Urdan 

and Schoenfelder (2006) also emphasize that students’ sense of autonomy, which is 

critical in fostering motivation, is strongly influenced by teacher management of various 

activities.  

Although there exist various ways of improving students’ sense of autonomy or 

self-determination, this study will focus on two instructional strategies that have raised 

controversial issues related with sense of autonomy. Those are 1. provision of choice and 

2. provision of structure. There are popular beliefs that whereas choice always enhances 

students’ autonomy, teacher-provided structure might thwart autonomy (Schraw, 

Flowerday, & Reisetter, 1998; Reeve, 2002). Whereas provision of choice is generally 

believed to enhance students’ sense of autonomy, the provision of structure by the teacher 

is not classified as autonomy supportive teaching, and has even been regarded as 

interfering with autonomy. However, there also have been disagreements and finding 

about this belief. The following section will review the effect of the provision of choice 
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and then of structure on not only student’ sense of autonomy but also academic emotions 

and self-regulated learning strategies.  

THE PROVISION OF CHOICE 

Definition of Choice and Types  

Provision of choice refers to encouraging students to follow their own interest by 

providing options about classroom activities (Reeve et al., 2003). For example, choosing 

reading materials concerning classroom topics or choosing topics of class project can be 

one of the choices that students are given.  

Types of choice students can be given in classroom learning can vary. Flower and 

Schraw (2000) listed six types of choices which k-12 teachers frequently offer to students 

including: (a) topics of study, (b) reading materials, (c) methods of assessment, (d) 

activities, (e) social arrangements, and (f) procedural choices. Even though teachers 

commonly reported these choices, topics of study and reading materials are mentioned 

most often (Flower & Schraw, 2000).  

In contrast to these practical types of choices, Reeve et al. (2003) divided 

classroom choices into two types including: optional choice and ongoing choice (action 

choice). Optional choice refers to what students choose among options for learning. For 

example, as a method of evaluation, they can choose either essay tests or projects. On the 

other hand, ongoing choice allows students to make choices about all issues they 

encounter during pursuing tasks. It involves how much time they might spend, how to 

manage their pace of learning, whether or not they are going to make an effort, and even 
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whether they continue doing this task, or switch to another task. Reeve et al. (2003) found 

that when students were allowed both optional choice and ongoing choice, they were 

more likely to feel a sense of self-determination about their activities. That is, provision 

of more inclusive choices that includes “initiation, maintenance, and regulation of 

activities” (Connell & Wellborn, 1990, p.51) might seem to lead to higher sense of 

autonomy.  

Stefanou et al. (2004) classified various choices into three categories extending 

the discussion about effect of choice including: (a) organizational choice, (b) procedural 

choice, and (c) cognitive choice. Organizational choice refers to encouraging student 

ownership of the environment and involves offering opportunities for choice over general 

classroom management such as developing rules and selecting the due date. Procedural 

choice refers to encouraging ownership of form and includes teacher behaviors such as 

offering choice of media to present ideas. This choice appears to be related to learning 

process or external classroom activities. For example, students who are given this choice 

can choose materials to use in a class project. Finally, cognitive choice involves 

encouraging ownership of the learning and includes teacher behaviors such as asking 

students to generate their own solution or evaluate their own ideas. This cognitive choice 

is mostly associated with allowing multiple approaches to classroom problems or tasks 

which induce students’ deeper cognitive engagement.   

Stefanou et al. (2004) criticized choices that have frequently been employed in 

classroom instruction as restricted to organizational and procedural aspects. As a result of 
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observing seven 5
th

 and 6
th

 grade classroom teachers, they concluded that whereas 

organizational choice encouraged a sense of well-being and procedural choice 

encouraged initial engagement with learning activities, cognitive choice fostered a more 

enduring psychological investment in deep-level of thinking. In conclusion, when more 

inclusive choices including cognitive choice as well as organizational and procedural 

choices are offered to students, deep level of student engagement might emerge in their 

classroom learning.       

The Effects of Choice on Autonomy, Academic Emotions, and Learning 

Performance  

As previously mentioned, providing choice has been considered as a critical 

component of autonomy supportive teaching behaviors, aligning students’ inner 

motivational resources with their ongoing classroom activities (Assor & Kaplan, 2001; 

Black & Deci, 2000; Connell & Wellborn, 1991; Grolnick, Deci, & Ryan, 1997; Reeve, 

2002; Reeve & Jang, 2006; Skinner & Belmont, 1993; Wellborn, Connell, Skinner, & 

Pierson, 1988). When students are given opportunities to choose what they want, and 

how they can pursue those ends, they likely follow their interests and needs, thus 

producing the sense of autonomy. However, the interesting thing is that there have been 

inconsistent results among related studies that tested the relationship between choice and 

motivation and learning. The following section will review literature with contradictory 

findings and arguments.   
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Positive perspective of choice  

After reviewing related previous studies, Deci et al. (1991) identified offering 

choice as a social-contextual factor to nurture intrinsic motivation and promote 

internalization, and in turn the quality of performance.   

When students are given choice, they tend to choose topics and activities based on 

personal interest and prior knowledge (Reynolds & Symons, 2002). Interest might 

enhance the quality of performance by motivating children to allocate more attention and 

to be become more engaged in task (Anderson, 1982; Cordova, & Lepper, 1996; Hidi, 

1990). And prior knowledge helps learners to identify key words and skim more rapidly 

through familiar information (Cordova, & Lepper, 1996). In addition to its emotional and 

cognitive benefits, making choices might have motivational benefits of increasing the 

feeling of control and responsibility for a task. According to Flowerday and Schraw 

(2000), teachers reported that students can get benefits from choice in terms of cognitive, 

affective, and behavioral aspects of learning. Teachers claimed that choice based on their 

interest leads to greater level of cognitive engagement in content through allocating more 

attention. And when students have an opportunity to choose what they want, they feel 

excited and competent about the learning process because they are empowered and have 

ownership about all learning processes. Eventually, these cognitive and positive 

emotional engagements are reported to affect motivational and behavioral engagement 

such as making them participate actively in the classroom, demonstrate more effort, and 

show use of self-regulated learning strategies (Flowerday & Schraw, 2000).  
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There is a great deal of empirical research that supported the positive effect of 

choice on sense of autonomy, positive emotions, and self-regulated learning strategies 

(Cordova, & Lepper, 1996; Dwyer, 1995; Langer, & Rodin, 1976; Moller et al., 2006; 

Owens et al., 1996; Reynolds, & Symons, 2001; Swann & Pittman, 1977; Zuckerman, 

Porac, Lathin, Smith, & Deci, 1978). For example, in the study of Reynolds and Symons 

(2001), participants in the choice condition were allowed to choose one among three 

books to locate information. Participants in the no choice comparison condition were 

randomly assigned a book to search. While participants in both conditions worked on 

four questions, the researcher checked the number of correct responses on the test 

questions, total searching time, number and quality of strategic searching actions taken by 

children, and so on. The results of this study demonstrated that choice participants spent 

less time searching for answers and used fewer actions and engaged in higher quality 

search sequences, relative to comparison participants. Based on these findings, the 

authors concluded that the choice group used a more efficient search strategy.  

This finding parallels the work of Cordova and Lepper (1996). In their study of 

personalization of the task and choice, 4
th

 and 5
th

 grade math students worked with 

educational computer activities designed to teach arithmetical order of operations rules. 

The students in the choice group were offered choices involving choosing specific icons 

representing the child or deciding the name of character and the remainder of the students 

were not. Results showed that the choice group all produced dramatic increases, not only 
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in their motivation but also in their depth of engagement in learning, the amount they 

learned in a fixed time period, and their perceived competence and levels of aspiration. 

Negative perspective of choice  

There also have been opposite results showing that the provision of choice was 

not a very good indicator of autonomy support (Flowerday & Schraw, 2003; Schraw et 

al., 1998; d'Ailly, 2004; Assor, 1997; Assor et al., 2002; Reeve, 2002; Reeve at al., 2003; 

Snibbe, & Markus, 2005; Botti & Iyenger, 2004; Parker & Lepper, 1992; Schwartz, 2000, 

2004; Baumeister, Bratslavsky, Muraven & Tice, 1998; Lyengar & Lepper, 2000; 

Overskeid & Svartdal, 1996; Worthy, Moorman, & Turner, 1999). Of those studies, some 

studies indicated that while making choice has been reported to relate positively to 

affective engagement, such as interest and reduced anxiety, it appears to have less of an 

influence on the cognitive aspect of learning (Flowerday & Schraw, 2003; Schraw et al., 

1998; Stefanou et al., 2004), whereas some have showed that choice might have no or 

even a negative effect on learning (Baumeister et al., 1998; Lyengar & Lepper, 2000). 

Positions against positive effect of choice seem to be categorized into two different 

perspectives. One is that despite inherently positive effects, its effect can be different 

depending on given situations and types of choices, and so on. The other is that offering 

choice might necessarily result in a negative effect on students’ learning.   

Patall, Cooper, and Robinson (2008)’s review of the literature concluded that 

even though provision of choice might inherently positively impact students’ learning, 

the effect of choice might vary depending on types of choice, the number of choice, and 
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the condition in which choice is given. First, too many choices might undermine 

students’ motivation and performance in the classroom (Mayer, 2004). Schwartz (2000) 

argued that since human beings are affected by habit, tradition, culture, and so on, they 

do not seem to choose rationally when they are given unconstrained freedom. It implies 

that their choice can be irrational and unrealistic. It is self determination within 

significant constraints (i.e., rules) that leads to well-being, to optimal functioning 

(Schwartz, 2000). Therefore, these constraints function not to impede truly rational 

choice but to enable it, and some constraints on choice help solve the information 

overload problem. Flowerday and Schraw (2000) also found that though all of the 

teachers interviewed agree with offering choice in a classroom, they are concerned about 

too many choices, reporting that students often seem to be overwhelmed, confused and 

nervous by too many choices.  

Second, when students do not have the ability to choose based on personal goal or 

ability, making a choice might not have positive impact. The teacher who provides 

choices creates a space that allows students to exercise their autonomy. However, it is 

possible that many students do not know what to do in this open space, and they want the 

teacher to help them find a satisfying direction when the task is beyond their competence 

level in terms of content (Assor & Kaplan, 2001; Assor et al., 2002).  

Third, when the options are uninteresting, students might not benefit from being 

given choices. Botti and Iyenger (2004) investigated whether people benefit from all the 

choice situations, making a comparison between a more preferable option and a less 
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preferable option. As a result, choosers experienced greater satisfaction than non-

choosers only when the decision-making context was more preferred. In contrast, when 

the choice was less preferred, choosers experienced lower satisfaction than non-choosers. 

They concluded that the negative effect associated with a less preferred selected 

alternative may thwart choosers’ enjoyment of the benefits of preference matching, 

whereas non-choosers’ detachment from the decision process may protect them from the 

negative consequences. This research supported the idea that the benefit of choice might 

be limited only to preferred conditions.  

In accordance with uninteresting options, some studies point out that a real 

classroom situation does not always appear to offer interesting choices. That is, it is hard 

for the teacher to provide a choice of students’ interests because neither the school nor 

the teachers have enough resources to give complete choice to students (Worthy et al., 

1999). In addition, given that many classroom activities are not inherently intrinsically 

motivating, demonstrating their relevance is likely to be particularly necessary in 

classroom learning. Practically, some studies have shown that fostering relevance about a 

classroom task is the best predictor of positive emotions, such as interest and enjoyment, 

and behavioral and cognitive engagement for elementary and adolescents students, even 

more than providing choice and allowing critical input from students (Assor & Kaplan, 

2001; Assor et al.,2002).  

Thus, from this perspective, offering a choice is viewed as supporting students’ 

sense of autonomy and the use of adaptive emotional and learning strategies, but it might 
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be true only when appropriate additional supports and adjustment to utilize their given 

choice are provided.    

As another detractor from the value of choice, there is also an argument that 

offering choice might necessarily result in a negative effect on students’ learning. Some 

researchers propose that prior self-controlling activity leads to a temporary reduction in 

subsequent capacity or willingness to engage in self-control (Baumeister et al., 1998; 

Lyengar & Lepper, 2000). This phenomenon called “ego-depletion” refers to a state of 

mind when under the condition of making a choice, the individual feels highly 

responsible for his or her action, and exertion of self-control carries a psychic cost and 

depletes some scarce resources for resisting other temptation. This prior experience of 

making a choice deteriorates and interferes with subsequent action and effort.  

Baumeister et al. (1998) tried to test the hypotheses of ego-depletion in their 

study. Participants were randomly assigned to four experimental treatment conditions to 

make a persuasive speech regarding projected tuition increases: counter-attitudinal choice 

(i.e., they personally disagreed with the position but they were free to choose the 

position), counter-attitudinal no choice (i.e., they needed to choose a personally 

disagreeable position), pro-attitudinal choice, and no speech (control). It was found that 

participants who agreed to make a counter-attitudinal speech under high choice, 

regardless of taking any position, showed a subsequent drop in their persistence on a 

subsequent difficult and frustrating task as compared with participants who expected to 

make the same speech under low choice. This implies that taking responsibility for a 
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counter-attitudinal behavior under high choice seems to have consumed resource and 

energy of the self and then diminished the motivation to complete the following task. 

Despite its supportive evidence, the theory of ego-depletion has been criticized in the 

sense that most of the studies with this perspective examined students’ motivation for the 

subsequent task separate from the original choice making task, and they asked 

participants to choose among restricted options that is characterized as a controlled form 

of choice (Moller et al., 2006; Patall et al., 2007).  

To summarize, in light of previous findings regarding the effect of choice, even 

though giving choice will be an important way to increase the sense of autonomy, a 

feeling of autonomy is not equal to the number of choices students are given. Rather, too 

many choices might have a detrimental effect on students’ sense of autonomy and 

learning behaviors. Moreover, when students do not have an interest and knowledge 

about content and an ability to self-regulate, high responsibility caused by making a 

choice may create a burden on students’ emotion and engagement. In this respect, a 

teacher’s deliberate intervention to enlarge the effectiveness of offering choice might be 

considered an important factor. In the following section, as deliberate intervention by the 

teacher, the provision of structure will be discussed.  

THE PROVISION OF STRUCTURE 

Definition of Structure  

As student-centeredness has emerged as the goal of teaching, the provision of 

structure by the teacher has often been classified as controlling teaching, and has even 
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been regarded as interfering with autonomy. Recently, however, many researchers have 

asserted that the provision of structure needs to be separated from the concept of 

controlling teaching, and moreover, pertinent instructor engagement in students’ learning 

is a necessary element that enhances students’ sense of autonomy and their performance 

(Ames, 1992; Assor et al., 2002; Deci & Ryan, 2006; Kunter et al., 2007). According to 

Assor et al. (2002), the essence of autonomy enhancement is not minimization of the 

educator’s presence, but making the educator’s presence useful for the student. 

Importance of the provision of structure has long been emphasized in many 

studies even though each named it differently. The first study that best mentioned its 

importance might be the work about parenting style by Baumrind (1971). She 

differentiated two relevant dimensions in parenting: namely firm versus lax control, and 

psychological autonomy versus psychological control. Parents who were high in 

psychological autonomy and firm control were classified as authoritative, whereas those 

high in psychological control and firm control were labeled authoritarian. In her study, 

(1971) children of authoritative parents were found to be more self-reliant and 

independent whereas those of authoritarian parents were more withdrawn and discontent. 

Based on Baumrind’s study, Grolnick and Ryan (1989) tried to associate each of the two 

relevant dimensions with autonomy support and structure in parenting, relating 

psychological autonomy with autonomy supportive teaching and firm control with 

provision of structure. In their study, parents who were rated by interviewers as more 

controlling (i.e., psychological control) had children who were less self-regulated in 
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school, higher in acting out, lower in teacher rated competence, and lower in achievement 

and grades. Moreover, higher levels of structure (i.e., firm control) were associated with 

lower child report of control by unknown others.   

Weinert and Helmke (1995) suggested that supportive teacher control (i.e., 

teacher directed instruction) is facilitative of students’ learning activities, guides students’ 

attention relevant to a task and provides helps when they encounter difficulty, 

differentiating it from authoritarian or controlling teaching. They even argued that this 

instruction might compensate for problems of student-centered instruction. More 

recently, Kunter et al. (2007) found that well organized classroom management including 

rule clarity and teacher monitoring was positively associated with student interest 

development, defining provision of structure as well-organized or well structured 

classroom management.   

In line with previous works, self determination theory has provided the most 

comprehensive studies about the role of provision of structure. From the perspective of 

self determination theory, structure refers to the amount of information in the context 

about how to effectively achieve a desired outcome. This construct involves clear 

communication of teacher’s expectation, teachers’ consistent and predictable response, 

instrumental help and support, and adjustment of teaching strategies to the level of the 

students (Assor & Kaplan, 2001; Connell, 1990; Grolnick & Ryan, 1989; Skinner & 

Belmont, 1993). It is generally defined as instructors’ active and considerable 

interventions to complete students’ learning goals.  
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With regard to provision of structure and controlling teaching, some researchers 

regard the provision of structure as a kind of controlling teaching that interferes with 

students’ sense of freedom. But a more popular position about the relationship between 

structure and controlling teaching is that they are different classroom elements which 

have different aims and different effects on students (Koestner, Ryan, Bernieri, Holt, 

1984; Reeve, 2002). Controlling behaviors and statements refer to teacher’s behavior or 

statements that might make students feel forced or coerced by teachers into learning 

(Assor & Kaplan, 2001; Black & Deci, 2000; Connell & Wellborn, 1990; Reeve, 2002; 

Reeve & Jang, 2006; Skinner & Belmont, 1993; Wellborn et al., 1988). Controlling 

behaviors involve “explicit attempts to fully and instantly change the behaviors children 

presently engage in or the opinions they hold” (Assor et al., 2005, p. 398). The category 

of controlling teacher behaviors includes behaviors such as intruding into students’ 

learning sequence, not letting children work at their preferred pace, shaping students 

toward teacher prioritized behaviors or direction using controlling language and events, 

continually giving directives to children, or not allowing children to voice opinions that 

differ from those expressed by the teacher (Assor & Kaplan, 2001; Reeve & Jang, 2006). 

On the other hand, if provision of structure helps students feel able to learn relating new 

knowledge or task to prior knowledge base and supporting self management and 

monitoring skills, it might increase the sense of autonomy (Grolnick & Ryan, 1989; 

Skinner & Belmont, 1993). Thus, this teacher’s engagement with students learning might 

serve as the tools for completing students’ learning goals.  
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Moreover, with regard to the relationship between providing structure and 

autonomy supportive teaching, provision of structure appears to be not an incompatible 

opposite concept of autonomy support but complementary to autonomy support to some 

degree (Connell & Wellborn, 1990; Cleveland & Reese 2005; Reeve, 2002; Skinner & 

Belmont, 1993). That is, although autonomy supportive teaching is crucial factor in 

facilitating sense of autonomy and adaptive learning behaviors, it might be the case only 

when teacher’s provision of structure compensate for some of weakness of autonomy 

supportive teaching. Ames and Ames (1991) emphasized that in order for students to be 

self-determined, two instructional practices such as providing optimal structure as well as 

providing choice are necessary because when students experience the autonomy, they 

might need a great deal of direction, monitoring, and guidance (i.e., higher structure). In 

the same fashion, instructional scaffolding by Meyer (1993) also appears to be associated 

with harmonious use of structure and choice. Instructional scaffolding refers to “the 

temporary teacher support to the students in the Zone of Proximal Development” (Meyer, 

1993, p.46). When teachers scaffold students’ comprehension with variety of help, 

students are more likely to volitionally engage in their learning.  

In sum, researchers have commonly stressed the importance of structure or clear 

framework in classroom learning in the sense that it helps students to actively relate new 

knowledge or task to a prior knowledge and experience base. Environmental control and 

monitoring is especially necessary to ensure compliance when the regulation of behavior 

is not totally internalized. Without it, students might fail to come into contact with the to-
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be-learned material. In light of this argument, it is relevant to speculate how structure 

provided by teachers affects students’ sense of autonomy and their learning behaviors.  

The Effects of Structure on Autonomy, Academic Emotions and Learning 

Performance  

There have been a great many studies to provide us with evidence of a positive 

effect of structure on students’ sense of autonomy, emotions, and other learning related 

variables (Casey & Hemenway, 2001; Cleveland & Reese, 2005; Grolnick & Ryan, 1989; 

Guthire, Wigfield, & VonSecker, 2000; Kunter et al., 2007; Mayer, 2004; Meyer, 1993; 

Noels, Clement, & Pelletier, 1999; Reeve, 2002; Shernoff et al., 2003; Skinner & 

Belmont, 1993; Taylor & Ntoumanis , 2007). For instance, Skinner and Belmont (1993) 

found that elementary students whose teachers were reported to provide clear 

expectations and strategic help tended to show more effort and persistence. Study by 

Kunter at al. (2007) revealed that perceived structure was positively related with interest 

development. Mayer (2004) pointed out that teachers make a mistake in translating 

constructivist views of learning into a constructivist view of teaching, comparing pure 

discovery learning and guided discovery. Constructivist methods of instruction often use 

discovery leaning in the classroom in which students have maximal freedom to explore in 

a learning environment with little or no guidance. However, reviewing previous research, 

Mayer found the pure discovery learning group performed the worst, whereas the guided 

discovery group which received systematic guidance focused on the learning objective 

performed the best on the test of retention and transfer. Therefore, students get benefits 

from appropriate amounts of structure because it helps students to integrate new 
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incoming knowledge with proper prior knowledge base (Brown & Campione, 1994; 

Mayer, 2004). In other words, providing structure can be said to be consistent with 

effective constructivist views of teaching in the sense that it leads students to construct 

new meaning based on their own knowledge base.  

A classroom context with these two factors of provision of choice and structure 

are necessary to enhance students’ sense of autonomy, and encourage positive emotion 

and autonomous self-regulation of learning. Deci and Ryan (2006) mentioned that “sense 

of autonomy is not restricted to independent initiatives or freedom but also applies to acts 

reflecting wholehearted consent to external inputs” (Deci & Ryan, 2006, p.1560). 

Namely, they imply that teaching to foster sense of autonomy involves teachers’ active 

and considerate engagement to help students effectively use choice along with providing 

choice in the first place. However, the effects of provision of structure on autonomy, and 

academic emotions, and learning process still appear to be controversial issues in the 

sense that there have not enough empirical studies to clarify the relationship with 

controlling teaching despite much theoretical differentiation. In addition, empirical 

studies to investigate the effects of provision of choice and structure on motivation, 

emotions, and learning simultaneously are scare.  

Therefore, this study examined whether there is a relationship between provision 

of choice and structure in a class and sense of autonomy, college students’ reported 

experience of positive or negative emotions, and occurrence of self-regulation behaviors.  
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Chapter 3:  Method  

 

This study addresses how students‘ perceived choice and structure, as important 

instructional strategies, are related directly or indirectly to their sense of autonomy, 

academic emotion, and use of self-regulated learning strategies. It is expected that 

students‘ perceptions of choice and structure in a class would be related to students‘ sense 

of autonomy, academic emotions about the class, and their reported incidence of self-

regulated learning strategies. To investigate the interrelationship between these variables, 

quantitative research methods were used. This chapter describes the research questions, 

participants, measures, procedures, hypothesis, and data analysis.    

RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

The following questions guided this study:  

1. What is the relationship among the level of perceived autonomy in the 

classroom, the level of four separate academic emotions (i.e., enjoyment, pride, anger, 

and anxiety), and the level of self-regulated learning strategies?  

1(a) Is the level of perceived autonomy directly related to the level of self-

regulated learning strategies?  

1(b) Is the relationship between level of perceived autonomy and the level of self-

regulated learning strategies mediated differentially by the levels of four separate 

academic emotions?  
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2. Are the levels of students‘ perceived choice and structure in the classroom 

related to the level of perceived autonomy?  

 

3. What are the relationships between the levels of students‘ perceived choice and 

structure in the classroom and the levels of four separate academic emotions?  

3(a) Are the levels of students‘ perceived choice and structure directly related to 

the levels of four separate academic emotions?  

3(b) Are the levels of perceived choice and structure indirectly associated with the 

levels of four different academic emotions via the level of perceived autonomy? 

 

4. What are the relationships between the levels of students‘ perceived choice and 

structure in the classroom and the level of self-regulated learning strategies?  

4(a) Are the levels of students‘ perceived choice and structure directly related to 

the level of self-regulated learning strategies?  

4(b) Are the levels of perceived choice and structure indirectly related to the level 

of self-regulated learning strategies through perceived autonomy?  

4(c) Are the levels of perceived choice and structure indirectly associated with the 

level of self-regulated learning strategies via the levels of four separate academic 

emotions?  
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4(b) Are the levels of perceived choice and structure indirectly related to the level 

of self-regulated learning strategies via the level of perceived autonomy and then the 

levels of four different academic emotions?  

PARTICIPANTS 

Participants for this study were 601 undergraduate students (5:1 ratio of the 

number of cases to the number of free parameters: around 120 parameters1) at a large 

Southwestern university, who were enrolled in the Spring 2009 semester Educational 

Psychology Subject Pool as a part of their course requirements. The students were asked 

to participate in the study with the approval of the university‘s Institutional Review 

Board, and the students received course credit for their participation. For those who did 

not want to participate in this study, alternate options for course credit were provided.  

The sample was 62.9% (378) female and 37.1% (223) male, with an average age 

of 21, and 90% younger than 22. The sample was approximately: 6.3% (38) freshmen, 

10.3% (62) sophomore, 24.1 % (145) junior, and 59.2% (356) senior; 54.1% (325) White 

or Euro American, 24.3 (146) Asian or Asian American, 11.6% (70) Hispanic or Latino, 

3.5% (21) African American, 2.3% (14) multi ethnicity, and 1.7% (10) Middle Eastern,  

and 2.5% (15) who did not respond to the ethnicity item.  

Of the students participating in the study, the distribution of majors was 

approximately 29.1% (175) Liberal arts, 22.1% (133) Natural science, 18.6%(112) 

                                                 
1 These numbers of parameters are based on measurement level model. That is, N of factor loading = 38, N 

of error variance = 38, N of factor covariance = 28, N of residual covariance = 16.   
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communication, 15.8%(95) Business, 8.2% (49) Education, 2.0%(12) Engineering, 2.0% 

(12) Social Work, 1.3%(8) Nursing, .7%(4) Fine arts, and .2%(1) Pharmacy.       

MEASURES 

The students completed a total of seven measures designed to identify their 

causality orientation (i.e., autonomy orientation), course characteristic information, 

perceived choice, perceived structure, perceived autonomy, academic emotion, and self-

regulated learning strategies, respectively. All measures were student self-report 

instruments. The scale of all instruments was changed into a 7 point Likert scale to help 

them to respond consistently across surveys. On the demographic information, students 

were asked to report sex, year in school, age, major, and ethnicity.   

Because most of the measures had been developed for late elementary or middle 

school students, some items were adapted in order to use language more appropriate for 

the college setting. Adaptations to the items included small wording changes such as 

changing ―homework‖ to ―assignment,‖ and ―teacher‖ to ―instructor.‖ Because students 

were asked to describe their perceptions about a course that they were taking at the time 

of gathering the data, the tense of all scales was changed into the present tense and the 

phrase of ―in this course‖ was added.  

Cronbach‘s alpha was calculated to assess scale reliabilities and confirmatory 

factor analysis was performed for each scale to identify construct validity.  
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Causality Orientation  

Causality orientation was assessed to remove its effects so that I could explore the 

effects of classroom-specific autonomous motivation. It is assumed that people are to 

some degree oriented toward autonomy and to some degree oriented toward control (Deci 

& Ryan, 1985). There might be general individual differences toward the sense of 

autonomy regardless of classroom characteristics. Some studies supported this 

assumption showing personal causality orientation having a unique contribution to 

perceived autonomy (e.g., Black & Deci, 2000; Gagne, 2003). Thus, it was expected that 

a general autonomy orientation would contribute to students‘ being autonomous in their 

classroom learning. Even though it might be another interesting research question in the 

future, the present study controlled for autonomy orientation in order to measure 

classroom specific autonomous motivation.   

The General Causality Orientations Scale (GCOS) developed by Deci and Ryan 

(1985) was used to assess general individual tendency toward autonomy. This measure 

consists of 12 hypothetical vignettes followed by three ways of responding to the 

situation—autonomous, controlled, and impersonal orientation. Of three subscales, 

however, the present study used only the subscale of autonomy orientation. The 

autonomy orientation assesses the extent to which a person is oriented toward aspects of 

the environment that stimulate intrinsic motivation, are optimally challenging, and 

provide informational feedback. A person high in autonomy orientation tends to display 

greater self-initiation, seek activities that are interesting and challenging, and take greater 

responsibility for his or her own behavior (e.g., vignettes 1: You have been offered a new 
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position in a company where you have worked for some time. The first question that is 

likely to come to mind is - ―I wonder if the new work will be interesting‖). Each item 

utilizes a Likert scale for responses from 1 (very unlikely) to 7(very likely).  The score of 

autonomy orientation is calculated by averaging the responses for 12 questions. Alpha 

reliability for the subscale of autonomy orientation was .77. Higher reliability was found 

in the current study than when the measure was validated (α=.74, Deci & Ryan, 1985). 

Appendix A contains the list of items.  

Course Characteristic Information 

This questionnaire was used to describe the course students selected. It consists of 

a series of multiple choice questions to describe the general characteristics of each course 

students chose to recall, such as type of discipline (e.g., liberal art, natural science, and so 

on), class size, main instructional strategy (e.g., lecture, discussion, and so on), and 

required course or not. Appendix B contains the list of items. 

Perceived Choice  

Perceived choice was measured by Rochester‘s Assessment Package for School 

(RAPS), which was modified by Assor et al. (2002) from its original version of Connell 

(1990) and Wellborn and Connell (1987).  

Perceived choice assesses the degree to which students perceive that teachers 

encourage students to follow their own interest and provide options in classroom 

activities (e.g., instructor allowed me to choose how to do my work in the classroom). A 

higher score of perceived choice indicates greater degrees of choices in initiating and 
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regulating learning activities. All items were answered by using a 7-point answer format 

(1=not at all true, 7= very true). The reliability with the present sample (α=.81) was 

higher than the reliability that was originally reported when the scale was validated 

(Assor et al, 2002, α= .75). For the purpose of descriptive analysis a composite score was 

calculated by averaging the items within the scale. For the purpose of Structural Equation 

Modeling, which is main analysis in this study, all seven items were used to represent the 

construct of perceived choice. Appendix C contains a list of items.  

Perceived Structure  

The measure of students‘ perceived structure was taken from the Teacher As 

Social Context (TASC; Belmont, Skinner, Wellborn & Connell, 1988) survey but with 

reference to their chosen course. Perceived Structure (total 21 items, α=.92) includes 

items tapping teacher clarity of expectations, contingency (i.e., consistency and 

predictability of response), instrumental help and support, and adjustment of teaching 

strategies.  

Clarity of expectations (five items) assesses the extent to which the instructor is 

perceived to clearly communicate expectations about classroom activities (e.g., I know 

what my instructor expects of me in class). Contingency (six items) assesses the extent to 

which the instructor is perceived to respond consistently, predictably, and contingently to 

students and their works (e.g., My instructor treats me fairly). Instrumental help and 

support (five items) assesses the extent to which the instructor is felt to offer instrumental 

help and support when students need it (e.g., My instructor doesn‘t help me, even when I 
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need it). Adjustment of teaching strategies (five items) assesses the extent to which the 

instructor is perceived to adjust teaching strategies to the level of students and progress 

(e.g., My instructor doesn‘t know when I‘m ready to go on). A higher score on each of 

subscales represents greater degrees of well-structured instructors‘ information in the 

context about how to effectively achieve desired outcomes. Higher reliabilities 

(Expectation: α=.76, Contingency: α=.75, Instrumental help and support: α=.78, and 

Adjustment: α=.88) were reported for this study than those when the measure was 

validated (Belmont, Skinner, Wellborn & Connell, 1991, α=.68, .65, .70, and .73, 

respectively). All items were answered by using a 7-point answer format (1=not at all 

true, 7= very true). For the purpose of descriptive analysis, a composite score was used 

by averaging all items across the four subscales to represent the level of their perception 

of structure. On the other hand, for the purpose of Structural Equation Modeling, four 

composite scores to represent four subscales were calculated by averaging the items 

within each subscale. The detail explanation for this procedure is provided in next 

chapter. Appendix D contains a list of items. 

Perceived Autonomy  

In order to measure students‘ perceived autonomy, the Academic Self-Regulation 

Questionnaire (ARSQ; Ryan & Connell, 1989) was used. A total of 32 items in four 

subscales being rated in a seven point Likert scale (1-Not at all true and 7-very true) 

assess the extent to which the students‘ reasons for task involvement are autonomous in 

the classroom.  
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Subscales are comprised of the External Regulation Scale, the Introjected 

Regulation Scale, the Identified Regulation Scale, and the Intrinsic Regulation Scale. 

External regulation items (nine items, α = .79) assess the degree to which initiation of a 

behavior is external to a person, such as through a reward or threat of punishment (e.g., 

―Why do I do my assignment? Because that‘s what I‘m supposed to do‖). Introjected 

regulation items (nine items, α = .88) assess the degree to which a person adopts, but does 

not accept, a regulation as one‘s own. These items were designed to get at perceived 

pressures to do things (e.g., ―Why do I do my class work? Because I‘ll feel bad about 

myself if I don‘t‖ or ―Because I want the instructor to think I‘m a good student‖). 

Identified regulation items (seven items, α=.85) assess the degree to which one has come 

to value a behavior, identify with it, and accept it as one‘s own (e.g., ―Why do I do my 

class work? Because it‘s important to me to work on my class work‖). Intrinsic 

motivation items (seven items, α =.91) assess the degree to which a person initiates and 

engages in activities because they are genuinely interested or satisfied by the activity 

itself (e.g., ―Why do I do my assignment? Because I enjoy doing my assignment‖). These 

obtained reliabilities were similar or a little bit higher to Ryan and Connell‘s (ranging 

from .62 to .82 of internal consistency estimates for each regulation). For descriptive 

analysis, all four summary scores were used by averaging the items within each subscale 

(i.e., external, introjected, identified, and intrinsic regulation). On the other hand, for 

SEM, each item of the four scales was weighted in accord with its relative degree of 

autonomy and was used to create seven sets of indicators of latent variable of perceived 
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autonomy. The detail description of this procedure is also explained in next chapter. 

Appendix E contains a list of items.  

Academic Emotions 

The Academic Emotions Questionnaire (AEQ) developed by Pekrun, Goetz, and 

Perry (2005) was used to assess academic emotion linked to classroom instruction. A 

total of 40 items use a Likert scale from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree). A 

higher score represents a higher perceived level of each emotion. Of eight academic 

emotions, four class-related emotions, which were expected to be related with autonomy 

supportive teaching, were used: enjoyment, pride, anger, and anxiety.   

The items on the Enjoyment scale (ten items, α=.92) assess the degree to which 

students enjoy classroom experiences and their thoughts about class interest and 

enjoyment before, during, and after class (e.g., ―I enjoyed being in class‖). The items on 

the Pride scale (nine items, α=.90) assess the degree to which students feel pride about 

classroom activity before, during, and after class (e.g., I am proud that I do better the 

others in this course). The items on the Anger scale (nine items, α=.92) assess the degree 

to which students feel angry before, during, and after classroom activities (e.g., I felt 

frustrated in class). The items on the Anxiety scale (twelve items, α=.94) asses the degree 

to which students feel anxious about classroom experiences before, during, and after class 

(e.g., I worried the others will understand more than me). Internal consistency estimates 

(α) with the present sample were higher than those originally reported when the scale was 

validated (Pekrun et al., 2005; Enjoyment: α= .85, Pride: α= .82, Anger: α= .86, Anxiety: 
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α = .86). For the purpose of descriptive analyses, four summary scores including 

enjoyment, pride, anger, and anxiety were used by averaging the items within separate 

emotion scale. For SEM, four emotions were also separately used to investigate the 

relationship between academic emotions and other variables. However, each emotion 

created 4 parcels as indicators of latent variable of its emotion instead of using all items 

as they are. Namely, enjoyment, pride, anger, and anxiety used 4 indicators per each to 

represent its emotion. More explanation was provided in next chapter. Appendix F 

contains a list of items.  

Self-regulated Learning Strategies  

In order to assess students‘ strategic learning, Learning and Study Strategies 

Inventory (LASSI: Weinstein, Palmer, & Shulte, 2002) was used. Of three components of 

strategic learning, the component of self-regulation was adopted for this study. The self-

regulated component is comprised of Concentration, Self-testing, Study aids, and Time 

management. Concentration assesses the degree to which students direct and maintain 

their attention on academic tasks (α= .84, 8 items e.g., my mind wanders a lot when I 

study). Self-testing taps the extent of students‘ use of reviewing and comprehension 

monitoring techniques to determine their level of understanding of the information or task 

to be learned (α=.80, 8 items e.g., I stop periodically while reading and mentally go over 

or review what was said). Study aids assesses the degree to which students‘ use of 

support techniques, materials, or resources to help them learn and remember new 

information (α = .68, e.g., my underlining is helpful when I review text material). Time 
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management taps students‘ use of time management principles for academic tasks (α = 

.82, e.g., I find it hard to stick to a study schedule). Lower reliabilities were reported than 

those when the measure was validated (Weinstein et al., 2002; concentration: α=.86, self-

testing: α=.84, study aids: α=.73, and time management: α=.85). 

Thus, a total of 32 items being rated on a 7 point Likert scale (1-Not at all typical 

of me, and 7-very much typical of me) assess students‘ awareness about and use of 

learning and study strategies related to self-regulated learning. A higher score of self-

regulated learning strategies indicates greater degrees of perceived self-regulated 

behaviors. For the purpose of descriptive analysis, a composite score was used by 

averaging all items across the four subscales to represent the level of self-regulated 

learning strategies. On the other hand, for the purpose of Structural Equation Modeling, 

four composite scores, which represent four subscales, were calculated by averaging the 

items within each subscale. The detail explanation for this procedure is provided in next 

chapter. Appendix G contains some sample of items.   

PROCEDURE  

Participants were recruited on the basis of the rules of a departmental subject 

pool. At the end of the semester (2/3
rd

s of the way through the semester), I contacted 

students via email to invite them to participate in the study. In the email, a brief 

explanation of the purpose of the study was provided along with the link to the electronic 

survey tool (online survey). Previous studies which compared students‘ attitudes between 

in-class paper and online evaluation methods indicated that the method of evaluation did 
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not affect the responses given by students (e.g., Carini, Hayek, Kuh, Kennedy & Ouimet, 

2003; Layne, DeCristoforo, McGinty, 1999). Rather they suggested online survey might 

have more advantages over in-class if it is used carefully (Dommeyer, Baum, & Hanna, 

2002).    

Once the students clicked the link, an informed consent form appeared upon the 

first screen of the survey. In that consent form, the purpose of the study, information 

about the confidentiality of the participants‘ any responses on the survey, an explanation 

of the voluntary nature of the study, and estimate of the time required were provided. At 

the bottom of the first screen, there were two icons: ‗I agree‘ and ‗I disagree‘. Once a 

student clicked on the ‗I agree‘ icon, it was assumed that he or she understood the 

conditions of the study and gave complete consent for the participation in this study. On 

the other hand, when a student clicked on the ‗I disagree‘ icon, it was assumed that he or 

she did not wish to participate, and he or she was thanked and returned to his or her home 

page.  

The instructions first asked participants to complete the measure of causality 

orientation (i.e., autonomy orientation), which might be expected to affect their sense of 

autonomy with reference to a course. Then participants were asked to select a course that 

they were taking in that semester except for the Educational Psychology course that 

requires subject pool assignment. In order for students to select randomly regardless of 

whether a course was good or bad (avoid participants‘ tendency to pick either their best 

or worst course), I asked them to choose the course that comes earliest in their week. In 
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addition, to insure similar levels of importance and work load, the course had to be a 3 

hour credit one. The specific statement posted in the instruction is below.  

―Think about all the courses you’re taking this semester. Please pick the one 3 

hour credit course that comes earliest in the week. For example, if you have several 3 

hour credit courses on Monday, you can respond to the following surveys thinking of the 

first course on Monday. If you do not have any course on Monday at all, you can answer 

the surveys thinking of the first course on Tuesday in this way. It does not matter if the 

course you choose is either good or bad. But please exclude the Educational Psychology 

course with requires subject pool assignment (such as individual learning skills, human 

sexuality, adolescent development, and introduction to statistics).‖ 

 

To be sure, there might be a limitation in asking the participants to select a course 

instead of specifying the course for them in that I am not able then to obtain more 

objective information on the course but must rely on their descriptive responses. On the 

other hand, the advantage is that I can obtain responses about a wider variety of 

classrooms since the course each student recall varies. Thus, this way of collecting data 

might increase the variability of the courses rated.   

Then they are asked to describe the general characteristics of the course that they 

chose responding the questionnaire of course characteristic information. This 

questionnaire asked them to report the discipline the course was set up in (e.g., liberal art, 
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natural science, and so on), class size, instructional method(s) conducted in the course, 

and required course or not. 

After that they were asked to respond to surveys on perceived choice, perceived 

structure, perceived autonomy, emotion, and self-regulated learning strategies as well as 

basic course characteristic information measures with regard to the course. Finally, when 

they filled out demographic information questions, their participation was complete. The 

online survey system showed the average amount of time participants took was 30 

minutes.   

HYPOTHESES  

Hypothesis 1 The level of perceived autonomy in the classroom will be related to 

the level of self-regulated learning strategies and its relationship will be mediated by the 

four different academic emotions.   

Hypothesis 1(a): The level of perceived autonomy will be positively related to 

the level of self-regulated learning strategies (parameter s).  

Hypothesis 1(b): The relationship between level of perceived autonomy and level 

of self-regulated learning strategies will be mediated differently by the levels of four 

separate academic emotions, such as enjoyment (parameter k-o), pride (l-p), anger (m-q), 

and anxiety (n-r). In other words, the level of perceived autonomy will be indirectly 

positively related to use of self-regulated learning strategies through higher levels of 

enjoyment and pride, and lower levels of anger and anxiety. 
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Figure 1 Hypothesis 1  

(Note, --- line: direct effect, ─ line: indirect effect)  
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Hypothesis 2 The levels of students‘ perceived choice (a) and structure (b) in the classroom will be positively related 

to the level of perceived autonomy.   

 

Figure 2 Hypothesis 2  
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Hypothesis 3 The levels of students‘ perceived choice and structure in the 

classroom will be associated differently with the levels of four separate academic 

emotions, and their relationships will be mediated by level of perceived autonomy.   

Hypothesis 3(a): The levels of students‘ perceived choice and structure will be 

positively related to the feelings of enjoyment (c & g) and pride (d & h), and inversely 

associated with anger (e & i) and anxiety (f & j).  

Hypothesis 3(b): The levels of perceived choice and structure will be indirectly 

related to the levels of four separate academic emotions via the level of perceived 

autonomy. Namely, students‘ perceived choice will be indirectly differently related to 

enjoyment (a-k), pride (a-l), anger (a-m), and anxiety (a-n) via higher level of their 

perception of autonomy. And students‘ perceived structure also will be indirectly 

differently related to enjoyment (b-k), pride (b-l), anger (b-m), and anxiety (b-n) through 

higher level of their perception of autonomy.   
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Figure 3 Hypothesis 3  

(Note, --- line: direct effect, ─ line: indirect effect)  
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Hypothesis 4 The levels of students‘ perceived choice and structure in the 

classroom will be related to the level of self-regulated learning strategies, and their 

relationships will be mediated by perceived autonomy, four different academic emotions 

or both.    

Hypothesis 4(a): The levels of students‘ perceived choice (t) and structure (u) 

will be positively related to the level of self-regulated learning strategies.   

Hypothesis 4(b): The levels of perceived choice (a-s) and structure (b-s) will be 

indirectly positively associated with the level of self-regulated learning strategies through 

the level of perceived autonomy.  

Hypothesis 4(c): The levels of perceived choice and structure will be indirectly 

positively related to the level of self-regulated learning strategies via the levels of four 

different academic emotions. That is, perceived choice will be indirectly positively 

associated with self-regulated learning strategies through increased enjoyment (c-o) and 

pride (d-p), and decreased anger (e-q), and anxiety (f-r). And perceived structure also will 

be indirectly positively associated with self-regulated learning strategies through higher 

enjoyment (g-o) and pride (h-p), and lower anger (i-q) and anxiety (j-r). 

 Hypothesis 4(d): The levels of perceived choice and structure will be indirectly 

positively related to use of self-regulated learning strategies via the level of perceived 

autonomy and the levels of four different academic emotions. More specifically, students‘ 

perceived choice and structure will be indirectly positively related to self-regulated 

learning strategies through higher perceived autonomy, and then higher enjoyment (a-k-o 
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& b-k-o) and pride (a-l-p & b-l-p), and lower anger (a-m-q & b-m-q) and anxiety (a-n-r & 

b-n-r).  
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Figure 4 Hypothesis 4 (Note, --- line: direct effect, ─ line: indirect effect)  
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ANALYTICAL PROCEDURE  

In this study, characteristics of courses participants chose as the basis of their 

responding for this study (e.g., class size, discipline, requirement, and teaching methods) 

were used solely to describe the sample but were not part of the model. These variables 

will be examined in future studies.  

As an initial analysis, characteristics of courses were described using frequency. 

Then independent t-tests were used to explore whether there were gender difference in 

the levels of perceived choice, perceived structure, four subscales of perceived autonomy, 

academic emotions, and self-regulated learning strategies. After that, descriptive statistics 

and bivariate correlations between the main variables were calculated. These descriptive 

statistics were mainly used to examine whether or not general autonomy orientation need 

to be controlled for.  

Second, the main analyses using Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) were 

conducted to examine Research Questions 1 to 4 (relationship between the variables). 

SEM is used to test simultaneously the hypothesized model fit among latent variables of 

interest, as well as the relationship between observed variables and latent variables. In 

other words, it allows some latent constructs to be dependent with respect to some 

constructs and independent with respect to others (i.e., causal relationship between latent 

factors, Kline, 2005). For this reason, this analysis is the best to bring about the main 

purpose of this study to explore a structure theory among constructs by examining how 

students‘ perceived choice and structure, perceived autonomy, academic emotion, and 
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use of self-regulated learning strategies interrelate with each other. The general structural 

equation modeling consisted of two steps of complementary models; the measurement 

model and structural model. Detailed two-step procedure and how to deal with our 

research question is explained in the next chapter.  
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Chapter 4:  Results 

 

 This chapter outlines the findings from the data analyses. Data analysis includes 

the characteristics of courses chosen by participants for this study, gender differences, 

descriptive statistics of the major variables, the correlations between them, and Structural 

Equation Modeling. Then the chapter relates the findings from analysis to each of the 

research hypotheses of the study.  

INITIAL ANALYSES  

Characteristics of Chosen Courses  

 As noted in method section, participants were asked to choose one of the courses 

that they were taking in that semester as the basis of their responding for this study‘s 

sake. Characteristics of the courses that were chosen by students are described in the 

Table 1 below. Disciplines and class size of the courses they selected for this study 

varied. In addition, 70.0% (421) students responded that the course was required.  

Teaching method(s) students experienced in their courses also varied. As shown 

in the  bottom row of table 1, among participants, 92.8% (558) of classes students 

characterized as lecture involved either only lecture or lecture combined with other type 

(group, individual or lab activity). In addition, 52.9% (356) reported their class included 

discussion, 41.4% (249) group activity, and 39.3% (236) individual activity, and 14.5% 

(87) lab. As shown in very right column of table 1, the most often chosen teaching style 

in this study was a mix of lecture, discussion, and one of the other activities (37.9%), the 

next most often chosen teaching type was mix of lecture and other activities except for 
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discussion (19.8%), followed by only lecture oriented class (18.3%), and then mix of 

lecture and discussion (16.8%). These four different types of instructional style occupied 

approximately 92.8% of this sample.  
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Table 1 Information about the Courses Selected by Students  

1.Disciplines of the courses 

Liberal 

arts 

Natural 

Science 

Business Commun

ication 

Education Fine arts Social 

Work 

Engineer-

ing 

Nursing Architec-

ture 

Pharmacy Geologic

al 

Science 

30.6% 

(184) 

22.6% 

(136) 

17.5% 

(105) 

12.3% 

(74) 

8.2% 

(49) 

4.0% 

(24) 

1.8% 

(11) 

1.7% 

(10) 

.8% 

(5) 

.2% 

(1) 

.2% 

(1) 

.2% 

(1) 

2.Class size 

Small  

(less than 25) 

Small- medium  

(between 26 and 59) 

Medium- large  

(between 60 and 100) 

Big  

(over 100). 

26.0% (156) 29.3% (176) 20.5% (123) 24.3% (146) 

    

3.Instructional methods used in the courses 

Lecture Discussion Other activities  

(group, individual, lab) 

Percentage of teaching methods  

X   18.3%  (110) 

X X  16.8%  (101) 

X  X 19.8% (119) 

X X X 37.9%  (228) 

 X  1.5%  (9) 

 X X 3.0%  (18) 

  X 1.5%  (9) 

92.8%  (558) 52.9%  (356) 14.5% (87) - lab  

41.4% (249) - group  

39.3% (236) - individual  

2.3%(14) - other  

 

Note, N=601, X represents that the instructional method was used.  
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Gender Difference  

The results of the independent t tests showed statistically significant gender 

differences (p<.05) only in autonomy orientation, perceived structure, and the four levels 

of perceived autonomy. As shown in Table 2, women had higher scores in these variables 

than men had. However, the effect sizes of these differences were lower than the medium 

level (d =.5). Therefore, gender was not considered a major factor in the present study.  

Table 2 The Results of Independent t-tests between Men and Women   

Variables 
Male  (n= 223) Female (n=378) 

t Cohen‘s d 
M SD M SD 

Autonomy orientation 5.09a 0.79 5.39a 0.74 -4.68** .39 

Perceived choice  3.29 1.18 3.38 1.32 -0.836  

Perceived structure  4.90b 0.98 5.34b 1.08 -5.00** .42 

Perceived autonomy       

    External regulation 4.48c 1.08 4.82c 1.12 -3.61** .31 

    Introjected regulation 4.27d 1.38 4.86d 1.21 -5.34** .45 

    Identified regulation 4.95e 1.30 5.23e 1.13 -2.62** .22 

    Intrinsic regulation 3.62f 1.37 3.88f 1.52 -2.20* .03 

Enjoyment  3.80 1.28 3.89 1.39 -0.81  

Pride  4.37 1.31 4.46 1.27 -0.79  

Anger 2.89 1.37 2.69 1.44  1.66  

Anxiety 3.02 1.37 2.94 1.51  0.62  

Self-regulated learning strategies   3.75 0.73 3.84 0.83 -1.48  

Note. N = 601. Means with same subscripts are significantly different at P<.05 based on the 

independent samples t-tests. All were on 7-pont scale.  

 

Descriptive statistics and Correlation among main variables  

Bivariate correlations were calculated among main variables and means and 

standard deviations were calculated for the variables (see Table 3). Especially, given that 

there are general individual differences toward the sense of autonomy regardless of 

classroom characteristics (e.g., Black & Deci, 2000; Gagne, 2003; Reeve, 2002), I 
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investigated whether general autonomy orientation was correlated with students‘ being 

autonomous in their classroom learning, and other predictors or criterion variables  

It was interesting to find that autonomy orientation was associated with perceived 

structure (r=.15, p<.01), all of the four levels of sense of autonomy (External (r= .17, p 

<.01), Introjected (r= .25, p <.01), Identified (r=.29, p <.01), Intrinsic (r= .11, p <.01)) , 

Pride (r =.13, p <.01), and self-regulated learning strategies (r=.12, p <.01). Because this 

study is interested in the effects of classroom specific autonomous motivation on 

academic emotions and self-regulated learning strategies, I created a partial correlation 

matrix after removing the effect of autonomy orientation to test structural equation 

modeling.  
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    Table 3 Descriptive Statistics and Correlation between Main Variables 

 1 

AO 

2 

PC 

3 

PS 

4 

PA_ 

Ext 

5 

PA_ 

Intro 

6 

PA_ 

Iden 

7 

PA_ 

Intri 

8 

ENJ 

9 

PRI 

10 

ANG 

11 

ANX 

12 

SRL 

1 -            

2  .05 -           

3  .15
**

  .36
**

 -          

4  .17
**

  .11
**

  .20
**

 -         

5  .25
**

  .15
**

  .26
**

  .72
**

 -        

6  .29
**

  .17
**

  .31
**

  .41
**

  .66
**

 -       

7  .11
**

  .35
**

  .37
**

  .25
**

  .45
**

  .64
**

 -      

8  .05  .37
**

  .40
**

  .21
**

  .36
**

  .56
**

  .74
**

 -     

9  .13
**

  .27
**

  .35
**

  .31
**

  .48
**

  .62
**

  .62
**

  .80
**

 -    

10 -.02 -.27
**

 -.55
**

  .04 -.04 -.23
**

 -.38
**

 -.46
**

 -.35
**

 -   

11  .03 -.23
**

 -.41
**

  .18
**

  .14
**

 -.06 -.28
**

 -.26
**

 -.17
**

  .77
**

 -  

12  .12
**

  .13
**

  .19
**

  .16
**

  .28
**

  .45
**

  .44
**

  .48
**

  .52
**

 -.23
**

 -.17
**

 - 

M 5.28 3.35 5.18 4.69 4.64 5.13 3.78 3.86 4.43 2.76 2.97 3.81 

SD  .78 1.27 1.06 1.11 1.30 1.20 1.47 1.35 1.29 1.41 1.46  .80 

     Note. N=601. *P<.05, **P<.01. AO: Autonomy orientation (Causality orientation), PC: Perceived choice, PS: Perceived            

structure, PA_Extl: external regulation, PA_Intro: introjected regulation, PA_Iden: Identified regulation, PA_Intri: Intrinsic 

regulation, ENJ: enjoyment, PRI: pride, ANG: anger, ANX: anxiety, SRL: self-regulated learning strategies.  
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MAIN ANALYSES: STRUCTURAL EQUATION MODELING ANALYSIS  

Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) using M-plus program version 5.0 was used 

to examine the research questions 1 to 4. The general structural equation modeling 

consisted of two steps of complementary models; the measurement model and structural 

model.  

The Measurement Model. The test of the Measurement Model is to determine 

whether the observed variables load on the appropriate latent construct or factor using 

Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) model.  

To evaluate each hypothesized model‘s fit to the observed data, the chi-square test 

statistic was used. However, chi-square is so sensitive to sample size that in this instance 

there is high possibility that a model is more likely to reject the null hypothesis, even 

though it is not statistically correct to reject it. Thus, other fit indices were also included 

following Hu and Bentler‘s (1999) recommendations to provide a better indicator of 

model fit. Hu and Bentler (1999) recommend using a criterion value near .96 for the CFI 

(the Comparative Fit Index) in combination with near .10 for the SRMR (Standardized 

Root Mean Square Residual), or near .06 for RMSEA (Root Mean Square Error of 

Approximation) in combination with near .10 for SRMR was used.  

When the initial measurement model did not fit satisfactorily based on Hu and 

Bentler‘s recommendation, I made modifications to improve the model‘s fit using the 

Lagrange Multiplier (LM) test.  This test involves deciding whether adding additional 

paths results in a significant drop in chi-square, which implies that the hypothesized 

model with additional paths is more consistent with raw data. I added one path at a time 
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and checked if the chi square dropped significantly. When adding a path significantly 

dropped the chi-square value, this path was added in the model. I made sure that adding a 

path was theoretically meaningful as well as statistically significant. Correlated residuals 

and cross-loadings of variables can usually be considered to be this additional path 

(Brown, 2006). This iterative process continued until the final measurement model (final 

confirmatory factor model) of goodness of fit was chosen.  

The Structural Model. Given an acceptable measurement model, the second stage 

of two-step modeling is to test the hypotheses about patterns of causal effects among 

latent variables. The initial structural model, which involves hypothesized causal 

relationships between latent variables, was tested for the goodness of fit to the given data. 

When the initial structural model did not fit the data satisfactorily based on the chi-square 

test and other fit indices by Hu and Bentler‘s recommendation, I also made modifications 

of the initial structural model using LM test until I found a final structural model of 

goodness of fit. After finding a useful final structural model, I did a ―Chi-square 

difference test ( 2)‖ between the final measurement model (i.e., final confirmatory 

factor model) and the final structural model. The purpose of the chi-square difference test 

is to determine whether the final structural model loses fit significantly from the final 

measurement model. Because both the final measurement model and the final structural 

model showed goodness of fit, I needed to compare these two models and choose which 

one was more useful using this test. The final structural model (simpler and more 

restricted model) is nested within final measurement model (more complicated and less 

restricted model) in the sense that while the final measurement model assumes all latent 
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variables to be correlated, the final structural model allows only some of latent variables 

to be correlated based on the hypothesized model. Thus, the final structural model, which 

is more restricted, loses fit. This chi square difference test of statistical significance 

provides information about whether or not one model fits the data significantly better 

than does the other. If the difference between them is significant (p<.05), it implies a 

significant loss of fit of the final structural model from the final measurement model. On 

the other hand, if there is no significant difference between the two models (p>.05), I 

chose the more restricted and simpler model to test the research question representing the 

final structural model.   

Once the final structural model is supported through this test, this model can 

indicate the fit of the structural model in relation to the initial theory, and interpret the 

path coefficients. In other words, hypotheses regarding the causal relationship among the 

variables were explained. For all analyses, the significance level of alpha 0.05 was used.  

Initial Procedure of SEM  

Data Screening  

Before a matrix of data was created for SEM, the original data were screened. The 

data were evaluated for univariate and multivariate outliers by examining leverage 

indices for each participant. If a leverage score was five times greater than the sample 

average leverage value, it was defined as an outlier, and the participant would be deleted 

from the sample. However, no univariate or multivariate outliers were detected in this 

data set.   
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The skewness and kurtosis of each variable, which indicate the degree to which 

each variable is normally distributed, were assessed. Magnitudes of skewness lower than 

3 and of kurtosis less than 8 were considered acceptable (Kline, 2005). The results 

showed that the distribution of each construct was reasonably symmetric because 

skewnesses of all constructs were lower than 3 and their kurtosi values were less than 8.  

Because widely used strategies to deal with missing data have been reported to be 

questionable in terms of statistical power and bias (Brown, 2006), I required participants 

to respond all the questions to exclude the problem with missing data.   

Matrix Creation   

Before the analysis, a correlation matrix with standard deviations for each 

question was created using SPSS with raw data. As noted earlier, a partial correlation 

matrix controlling for autonomy orientation was used. I fixed the factor variances to 1 for 

predictor (exogenous) variables and fixed the loading of the first indicators of each factor 

to 1 for criterion (endogenous) variables. Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimation was 

used as the default estimation procedure in M-plus. This estimation maximizes the 

likelihood that the data (the observed covariance) were drawn from the population (Kline, 

2005). The assumptions of maximum likelihood (ML) estimation include independence 

of the observations, multivariate normality of the endogenous variables and exogenous 

continuous variables, independence of the exogenous variables and disturbances, and 

correct specification of the model (Kline, 2005).  
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Modification of Observed Variables  

In order to conduct Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) analyses, modification 

of the number of observed variables was necessary considering the ratio of the sample 

size to number of parameters to be estimated, taking into account that at least 5 cases per 

parameter is required (Kline, 2005). As the number of observed variables (i.e., items) 

increases, the number of parameters to be estimated also increases (120 parameters in this 

study). In the present study, the original latent constructs contain too many observed 

variables relative to sample size. Therefore, it was necessary to adjust the number of 

observed variables to obtain reliable results.  

The modification of observed variables was done as follows. For the scales of 

perceived structure and self-regulated learning strategies, I used composite scores to 

represent each subscale as indicators of latent variables (see Table 5). That is, perceived 

structure is composed of 21 items featuring the second higher order model with four first 

order factors. I regarded these first order factor scores as the observed variables instead of 

using all items. These four first order factor scores, which ended up being the observed 

variables, were obtained by averaging the scores of all the items underlying each 

subscale. Finally, under the construct of perceived structure, four observed variables were 

created (i.e., clarity of expectations, contingency, instrumental help and support, and 

adjustment of teaching strategies). The Cronbach alpha among these four composite 

indicators was .88.  

The self-regulated learning strategies scale consisted of 32 items showing the 

second higher order model with four first order factors. I also used the averages of the 
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items of each subscale as indicators of the latent variable of self-regulated learning 

strategies. Therefore, four first order factors (i.e., Concentration, Self-testing, Study aids, 

and Time management) were used as four observed variables (see Table 5). The 

Cronbach alpha among these four composite indicators was .69. 

The perceived autonomy scale also includes 32 items depicting the second higher 

order factors model with four first order factors. However, because the four scales were 

not originally developed to have the same direction (i.e, external, introjected, identified, 

and intrinsic), indicators of latent variable of perceived autonomy were created 

multiplying that actual score in each item from extrinsic to intrinsic by the different 

weighting and adding them together. This type of composite index is referred to as self-

determination indices (SDIs).  

More specifically, each item of the four scales was weighted in accord with its 

relative degree of autonomy (Ryan & Connell, 1989). That is, all seven intrinsic items 

were given a weight of 2 because they are the most self-determined, followed by the 

items representing identified regulation, which were all given a weight of 1. The items 

reflecting introjected regulation were each given a weight of -1, and the items reflecting 

external regulation were given a weight of –2. Then, one item representing each of four 

levels of motivation was included in a composite as shown in Table 4.  

Namely, to create the first SDI indicator, the first intrinsic motivation item given a 

weight of 2 was added to the first identified item, which was given a weight of 1. Then 

the first introjected item given a weight of -1 was added to the equation. Finally, the first 

external item given a weight of -2 was also added to the equation. The second SDI 
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indicator was created in the same way using the second items of each subscale. The third, 

fourth, fifth, sixth and seventh indicators were similarly created. Because each external 

and introjected regulation has nine items, I deleted the last two items from these 

subscales in order to create seven sets of SDI. Then I used those SDIs as indicators (i.e., 

observed variables) of latent variable of perceived autonomy. Higher scores of perceived 

autonomy indicate greater degrees of autonomy in initiating learning activities. The 

present study is also supportive showing the Cronbach alpha of these composite 

indicators (SDI) was .86.  

These forms of composite indicators have been widely used in previous research 

to assess autonomous motivation with a Self-Regulation Questionnaire (Deci & Ryan, 

1985, 2000, Levesque, Zuehlke, Stanek, & Ryan, 2004), and the validity of this 

procedure has been documented in detail elsewhere (Vallerand, 1997).  

Table 4 Seven Self-Determination Indices   

SDIs Intrinsic 

Motivation 

Identified 

Motivation 

Introjected 

Motivation 

Extrinsic 

Motivation 

SDI1 = 2(Intrinsic 1) +1(Identified 1)  -1(Introjected 1) -2(Extrinsic 1) 

SDI2 = 2(Intrinsic 2) +1(Identified 2) -1(Introjected 2) -2(Extrinsic 2) 

SDI3 = 2(Intrinsic 3) +1(Identified 3) -1(Introjected 3) -2(Extrinsic 3) 

SDI4 = 2(Intrinsic 4) +1(Identified 4) -1(Introjected 4) -2(Extrinsic 4) 

SDI5 = 2(Intrinsic 5) +1(Identified 5) -1(Introjected 5) -2(Extrinsic 5) 

SDI6 = 2(Intrinsic 6) +1(Identified 6) -1(Introjected 6) -2(Extrinsic 6) 

SDI7 = 2(Intrinsic 7) +1(Identified 7) -1(Introjected 7) -2(Extrinsic 7) 

 

As for four academic emotions, I used the method of item parceling to reduce the 

original number of observed indicators of each emotion. A parcel is a total or average of 
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several scores across items of the same construct. In other words, like a subscale, 

parceling creates sets of items on a scale and averages their scores so that the overall 

number of scores that have to be considered is less than the original number of items. For 

example, the scale of 9 items can be created into three parcels including the average of 

three items per parcel. Item parceling is widely used in structural equation modeling 

(SEM) to reduce the number of items (Bandalos, 2002). Even if it is usually used to 

address non-normal items such as categorical variable, this method can also be applied to 

individual items with Likert-type response formats (Kline, 2005). Usually the score 

reliability of parcels tends to be greater than that for the individual items (Kline, 2005, 

Kishton & Widaman, 1994). In addition the use of item parcels has been found to result 

in better fitting solutions, as measured by the root mean squared error of approximation 

(RMSEA), comparative fit index (CFI), and chi-square test.  

However, this method is recommended for use only when a set of items of the 

construct are unidimensional (Bandalos & Finney, 2001). In other words, parceling can 

be particularly effective when items from a unidimensional scale are parceled. As shown 

in Tables 12 to Table 15 (see Appendix I), the results of Exploratory Factor Analysis 

using principal axis factoring with this sample indicated that items of each emotion had a 

unidimensional structure showing only one factor for each emotion. According to Byrne 

(1998), the number of indicators of a latent construct is to be no less than three. 

Consequently, I randomly created sets of 4 parcels for each emotion and used the 

average of those items under each parcel as observed indicators of the latent variable (see 

Table 5). Because the total number of items in each emotion varies (from nine to twelve), 
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the number of items included in a parcel were also different across the emotions. For 

example, for enjoyment (ten items), I created two parcels with three items and the other 

two with two items. For pride and anger (nine items, respectably), I created one parcel 

with three items and the other three with two items, and for anxiety (12 items) I created 

four parcels with three items. The Cronbach alphas of these composite indicators of each 

emotion are the following; enjoyment (.93), pride (.91), anger (.91), and anxiety (.95). 

The result of adjustment of the number of items is provided in table 5.  

Table 5 The Number of Original and Revised Observed Variables  

 Original N of observed 

Variables 

 

Revised N of Observed  

variables 

 

1.PC 7 items  7 items  

2. PS 21 items of 4 subscales  4 mean scores of subscales  

(contingency, expectation, help, adjustment)  

3. PA 32 items of 4 subscales  7 SDIs  

4. ENJ 10 items  4 parcels  

5. PRI 9 items 4parcels  

6. ANG 9 items  4parcels 

7. ANX 12tems  4parcels  

8. SRL 32 items of 4 subscales  4 mean scores of subscales 

(concentration, self-test, study-aid, time-

management)  

Total N 132 38 

Note, PC: Perceived choice, PS: Perceived structure, PA: Perceived autonomy (SDIs), ENJ: 

enjoyment, PRI: pride, ANG: anger, ANX: anxiety, SRL: self-regulated learning strategies.  

 

Test of the Measurement Model  

The test of the measurement model checks whether these observed variables load 

on each expected latent factor. The test of the measurement model in the present study 

involved checking the fit of a CFA model of 8 latent factors (perceived choice, perceived 
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structure, perceived autonomy, enjoyment, pride, anger, anxiety, and self-regulated 

learning strategies) and 38 observed variables (see Table 5).  

In the initial measurement model, all latent factors were basically assumed to be 

correlated with each other. It was also presumed that the measurement model contained 

no double-loading indicators and all measurement error was uncorrelated. As seen in 

Table 7, an initial measurement model did not fit the data very well in terms of chi square 

and other fit indices (χ2 (637) =2607.711, p<.05, SRMR = .079, RMSEA = .072 (90% CI 

.069-.075), CFI = .878) .  

Therefore, this initial model needed to be modified in order to find a theoretically 

and statistically acceptable final measurement model. Usually, the number of factors, 

their relationship to the indicators, and patterns of measurement error correlations are 

considered in respecification for modification (Kline, 2005). First, modification regarding 

the number of factors (i.e., whether I delete or combine some of factors) was not 

considered in this study because all constructs in this study were already validated and 

their relationship has theoretically been supported.   

In respect with a factor‘s relationship to the indicator, according to Brown (2006), 

a factor loading of above at least .30 or .40 is acceptable. Factor loading estimates in this 

study revealed that the indicators were strongly correlated to their originally purported 

latent variables except for STUDY (under SRL) (see Table 6). Given that this indicator 

had lower than a .30 factor loading, it was initially considered for elimination. However, 

since all constructs in this study were already validated and widely used in previous 

studies as reported in method section (see Method section), all indicators and factors were 
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retained for the analysis. Instead, in order to improve the model fit, some measurement 

error correlations (correlated residuals) were added to the original model using the LM 

(Lagrange Multiplier) test. Correlated errors between indicators are based on the notion 

that some of the covariance in the indicators not explained by the latent variable is due to 

another common cause (outside cause) (Brown, 2006). That is, some of the covariance 

between variables might be due to another shared variable or cause which was not 

considered in this study (e.g., social desirability or similar wording). LM test shows the 

degree of improvement in overall fit when any residual correlation is allowed to be freely 

estimated, which is presented as Modification indices (MI). Thus, the greater the value of 

MI, the bigger the improvement in overall fit if that path was added to the model (Kline, 

2005). I added one path at a time and checked if the chi square dropped significantly 

using the MI. I made sure that adding a path was theoretically meaningful as well as 

statistically significant.  

As a result of those actions, 16 measurement error correlations were added to the 

model as seen in Table 6. First, for perceived choice, I added four error correlations (i.e., 

between items 1 and 2, items 2 and 7, items 3 and 4, and items 3 and 5). This was 

because these item pairs tended to share the same words in each pair (e.g., work, and 

topics). For example, item 2 was ―Instructor allows me to choose how to do my work in 

the classroom‖ and item 7 was ―Instructor encourages me to work in my own way.‖  

Second, for perceived structure, I added three error correlations. Of them, two 

pairs, contingency and expectation, and expectation and help, seemed to share similar 

meanings to some degree. For example, one item of contingency was, ―My instructor 
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keeps changing how she or he acts towards me (reverse coding)‖ and one of expectation 

was, ―My instructor keeps changing the rules in our class (reverse coding).‖ On the other 

hand, one pair of contingency and adjustment seemed to be perceived as opposite 

concepts by students to some degree. Thus, this residual correlation was negative. One 

item of contingency was, ―When my instructor tells me she will do something I know she 

will do it‖ and one of adjustment was, ―My instructor makes sure I understand before he 

or she goes on.‖  

Third, with respect to perceived autonomy, I added four pairs of error correlations 

of SDIs including between SDIs 1 and 3, and SDIs 2 and 4, and SDIs 3 and 7, and SDIs 5 

and 6. Since this scale asked similar questions across different domains of classroom 

learning (e.g., assignment, class work, and participation), many items shared similar 

wording across the domains. For example, one of items of SDI1 was, ―Why did I do my 

assignment? – because it‘s fun‖ and one of SDI 3 was, ―Why did I work on my class 

work? – because it‘s fun.‖   

Fourth, regarding four different emotion scales, I added three error correlations 

across four academic emotions. Two pairs of parcel 1 and 3 of enjoyment, and parcel 1 of 

anger and parcel 1 of anxiety seemed to involve similar wordings and meanings. For 

example, one of parcel 1 of anger was ―I feel frustrated in class‖ and one of parcel 1 of 

anxiety was ―I feel nervous in class.‖ On the other hand, one pair of parcel 2 of 

enjoyment and parcel 4 of anger seemed to include opposite meanings to some degree. 

For example, one of parcel 2 of enjoyment was ―I am glad that it paid off to go to class‖ 
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and one of parcel 4 of anger was ―thinking about the poor quality of the course makes me 

angry.‖  

Fifth, for self-regulated learning strategies, two error correlations were added (i.e., 

concentration and self-test, and self-test and study aids). The pair of concentration and 

self-test appeared to be perceived as opposite concepts by students to some extent. One of 

the items of concentration was ―I concentrate fully when studying‖ and one of self-test 

was ―I stop periodically while reading and mentally go over or review what was said.‖ 

On the other hand, self-test and study aids seemed to have similar meanings and 

wordings to some degree. One of self-test was ―I try to identify potential test questions 

when reviewing my class material‖ and one of study aids was ―My Underlining is helpful 

when review test material.‖  
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Table 6 Initial Measurement Model and Residual Correlation  

Latent 

factors 

Item Factor 

Loading 

Error 

path 

Variance 

extracted 

Measurement error 

covariance (estimate) 

PC 

 

PC1(X1) 0.40 0.92 0.38 PC1↔PC2   .31     

PC2 ↔PC7 .31 

PC3 ↔ PC4 .40 

PC3 ↔ PC5 .29 

  

PC2 (X2) 0.51 0.86  

PC3 (X3) 0.78 0.63  

PC4 (X4) 0.66 0.75  

PC5(X5) 0.77 0.64  

PC6(X6) 0.56 0.83  

PC7(X7) 0.57 0.82  

PS 

 

CONT(X8) 0.76 0.65 0.67 CONT ↔ EXP .39 

CONT↔ ADJ -.33 

EXP ↔ HELP .38 

EXP(X9) 0.76 0.65  

HELP(X10) 0.94 0.35  

ADJ(X11) 0.81 0.59  

PA 

 

 

 

 

 

SDI1 (X12) 0.77 0.64 0.47 SDI2 ↔ SDI4 .30 

SDI5 ↔ SDI6 .32 

SDI1 ↔ SDI3 .29 

SDI3 ↔ SDI6 .15 

SDI2 (X13) 0.72 0.69  

SDI3 (X14) 0.73 0.69  

SDI4 (X15) 0.76 0.65  

SDI5 (X16) 0.63 0.78  

SDI 6 (X17) 0.58 0.82  

SDI7 (X18) 0.57 0.82  

ENJ 

 

 

 

ENJ1 (X19) 0.87 0.50 0.77 ENJ1↔ ENJ3 .30 

ENJ2↔ ANG4 -.30 ENJ2 (X20) 0.89 0.45  

ENJ3 (X21) 0.85 0.52  

ENJ4 (X22) 0.91 0.42  

PRI 

 

 

PRI1 (X23) 0.86 0.51 0.71  

PRI2 (X24) 0.84 0.54  

PRI3 (X25) 0.82 0.57  

PRI4 (X26) 0.84 0.55  

ANG 

 

 

ANG1 (X27) 0.83 0.56 0.72 ANG1↔ ANX1 .37 

ANG2 (X28) 0.86 0.51  

ANG3 (X29) 0.89 0.45  

ANG4 (X30) 0.81 0.59  

ANX ANX1 (X31) 0.90 0.44 0.83  

ANX2 (X32) 0.91 0.42  

ANX3 (X33) 0.92 0.40  

ANX4 (X34) 0.92 0.39  

SRL CONC (X35) 0.84 0.54 0.36 CONC ↔ SELF -.50 

SELF ↔ STUDY .53 SELF (X36) 0.30 0.95  

STUDY(X37) 0.28 0.96  

TIME (X38) 0.74 0.67  
Note, PC: Perceived choice, PS: Perceived structure (CONT: Contingency, EXP: Expectation, HELP: Instrumental 

help, ADJ: Adjustment) PA: Perceived autonomy (SDIs), ENJ: enjoyment, PRI: pride, ANG: anger, ANX: anxiety, 

SRL: self-regulated learning strategies (CONC: Concentration, SELF: Self testing, STUDY: Study aids, TIME: Time 

management).   
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The overall goodness-of-fit indices suggested that the final measurement model fit 

the data well based on Hu and Bentler‘s (1999) recommendation (i.e., RMSEA <.06 in 

combination with SRMR<.1), although the chi-square test showed that the model was not 

plausible given the data. Table 7 shows the summary of model-fit statistics for the initial 

and final measurement models.   

Table 7 The Summary of Model-fit Statistics for Initial and Final Measurement Model  

Models χ2 df p CFI SRMR RMSEA 90%CI 

RMSEA 

Initial measurement M 2607.711 637 .00 .878 .079 .072 .069,  .075 

Final measurement M 1741.089 621 .00 .931 .072 .055 .052,  .058 

 

Standardized factor loadings in the final measurement model did not change much 

from those in the initial measurement model ranging from a low 0.33 to a high 0.95 being 

defined as salient factor loadings. With respect to low factor loadings of the indicator of 

STUDY to the construct of self-regulated learning strategies, it was not improved, even 

became worse by this respecification still having 0.16 (see Table 6). It indicated that even 

though the subscale of Study aids was significantly correlated to its originally purported 

latent variable of self-regulated learning strategies, it was not strong.  

In order to examine the relationship among the four subscales of self-regulated 

learning strategies, bivariate correlations were calculated among the four mean scores of 

the subscales. The correlation showed that study aids had very low correlation with the 

subscale of concentration in spite of significant relationship (r = .13, p<.05). This finding 

indicated that some students might not perceive study aid as consistent with 
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concentration. That is, they might think that stopping and checking, and seeking help 

interfere with their concentration,  

In addition, in a previous study by Muis, Winne, Philip, and Jamieson-Noel 

(2007) which compared three self-regulated learning related scales (LASSI, MSLQ, and 

MAI) using CFA, they found that two items from the inventory‘s study aid subscale had 

loadings less than .20 and error estimates greater than .98, and so they tried to delete two 

items. This result implies that some items may not positively contribute to the construct 

of study aids. Once a reasonable measurement model had been supported to fit the data, 

the statistics regarding variance extracted and construct reliability were calculated to 

judge the quality of latent variables. Variance extracted refers to the amount of variance 

in original indicator variables explained by a factor. The variance extracted ranged from 

0.35 to 0.83 as seen in Table 8. Fornell and Larcker (1981) suggested variance extracted 

should be greater than .50 to demonstrate significant variance captured by the 

measurement model. However, the perceived choice and the Self-regulated learning 

strategies scales had relatively low validity, having 0.35 and 0.37 respectively. In other 

words, only 35% and 37% of variance in each set of items were explained by each factor. 

These values cast doubt on whether the scale is assessing what it was intended to measure 

originally. Moreover, it can be difficult to place a great deal of confidence in the specific 

magnitude of the estimated effects among related constructs. However, because the 

validity of the other six constructs was salient and the validity of these two constructs 

was acceptable, I retained these two constructs in this analysis. I will discuss this issue in 

the next chapter.  
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Construct reliability ―assesses whether a measure relates to other observed 

variables in a way that is consistent with theoretically derived predictions‖ (Bollen, 1989, 

p. 188). Recently, Raykov (2004) recommended a coefficient that estimates the reliability 

of factor (construct) measurement. This coefficient is the factor rho coefficient, which is 

a ratio of explained variance over total variance that can be expressed in terms of CFA 

parameters. This coefficient appears to be more plausible in the sense that it includes 

error covariance in their formula. The rho coefficient is estimated as follows: 

 

 

Where is the sum of the unstandardized factor loadings among indicators 

of the same factor. And is the sum of the unstandardized error variances of those 

indicators. Where  is the sum of the nonzero unstandardized error covariances.  

In general, recommended minimum size for evidence of strong construct 

reliability is from .70 to .80 (Hancock & Mueller, 2001). Construct reliability (rho 

coefficient) from this data set revealed 7 scales except for the scale of self-regulated 

learning strategies (SRL) were reliable indicators ranging from 0.73 to 0.95 exceeding the 

suggestion minimum of .70 to .80. Low reliability appears to come from low correlation 

between study aids and its originally purported latent variable of self-regulated learning 

strategies as noted above. If this subscale was eliminated from this measurement model, 

reliability might be improved. However, since this scale of self-regulated learning has 

already been validated from previous studies and there might be possibility of under-
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identification with few numbers of indicators, this subscale remained in this model. 

Completely standardized parameter estimates (factor loading, and error path), variance 

extracted and construct reliability from this solution are presented in Table 8. All freely 

estimated parameters were statistically significant (ps<.01).  
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Table 8 Standardized Parameter Estimates (Factor Loading and Error Path), Variance 

Extracted and Construct Reliability of Final Measurement Model  

Latent 

factors  

Item Factor 

Loading  

R
2
 Error path  Variance 

extracted  

Construct  

Reliability 

PC PC1 (X1) 0.40 0.16 0.92 .35 0.73 

PC2 (X2) 0.49 0.24 0.87   

PC3 (X3) 0.65 0.42 0.76   

PC4 (X4) 0.58 0.33 0.82   

PC5 (X5) 0.74 0.54 0.68   

PC6 (X6) 0.62 0.38 0.79   

PC7 (X7) 0.60 0.36 0.80   

PS CONT (X8) 0.78 0.60 0.63 .64 0.86 

EXP (X9) 0.65 0.43 0.76   

HELP (X10) 0.90 0.80 0.44   

ADJ (X11) 0.86 0.75 0.51   

PA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SDI1 (X12) 0.75 0.57 0.66 .44 0.81 

SDI2 (X13) 0.70 0.49 0.71   

SDI3 (X14) 0.69 0.47 0.73   

SDI4 (X15) 0.75 0.57 0.66   

SDI5 (X16) 0.62 0.38 0.79   

SDI 6 (X17) 0.54 0.29 0.84   

SDI7  (X18) 0.58 0.34 0.81   

ENJ 

 

 

 

ENJ1 (X19) 0.85 0.72 0.53 .76 0.92 

ENJ2 (X20) 0.89 0.79 0.46   

ENJ3 (X21) 0.83 0.69 0.56   

ENJ4 (X22) 0.92 0.84 0.40   

PRI 

 

PRI1 (X23) 0.86 0.74 0.51 .71 0.91 

PRI2 (X24) 0.85 0.72 0.53   

PRI3 (X25) 0.82 0.68 0.57   

PRI4 (X26) 0.84 0.70 0.55   

ANG 

 

 

ANG1 (X27) 0.82 0.68 0.57 .72 0.91 

ANG2 (X28) 0.87 0.75 0.50   

ANG3 (X29) 0.89 0.80 0.45   

ANG4 (X30) 0.82 0.67 0.58   

ANX 

 

 

 

ANX1 (X31) 0.89 0.79 0.46 .83 0.95 

ANX2 (X32) 0.91 0.83 0.42   

ANX3 (X33) 0.92 0.84 0.40   

ANX4 (X34) 0.92 0.85 0.38   

SRL CONC (X35) 0.95 0.89 0.33 .37 0.62 

SELF (X36) 0.33 0.11 0.95   

STUDY (X37) 0.16 0.03 0.99   

TIME (X38) 0.68 0.47 0.73   

Note, PC: Perceived choice, PS: Perceived structure (CONT: Contingency, EXP: Expectation, HELP: 

Instrumental help, ADJ: Adjustment) PA: Perceived autonomy (SDIs), ENJ: enjoyment, PRI: pride, ANG: 

anger, ANX: anxiety, SRL: self-regulated learning strategies (CONC: Concentration, SELF: Self testing, 

STUDY: Study aids, TIME: Time management)  
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As shown in Table 9, perceived choice was significantly correlated with perceived 

structure, perceived autonomy, enjoyment, pride, anger, anxiety and self-regulated 

learning strategies. However, the direction of its relationship to anger and anxiety was 

negative. Perceived structure showed the same pattern as perceived choice did. That is, 

perceived structure was also significantly positively correlated with perceived structure, 

perceived autonomy, enjoyment, pride, and self-regulated learning strategies. It was also 

negatively associated with anger and anxiety. Perceived autonomy was significantly 

positively correlated with enjoyment, pride, and use of self-regulated learning strategies 

and negatively associated with anger and anxiety.     

There were also correlations among emotions. Enjoyment was highly correlated 

with pride, and anger was highly correlated with anxiety. In addition, enjoyment and 

pride were negatively related with anger and anxiety.  

As for the relationship between academic emotions and use of self-regulated 

learning strategies, whereas enjoyment and pride were significantly positively correlated 

with self-regulated learning strategies, anger and anxiety were inversely correlated with 

self-regulated learning strategies.    

Table 9 Intercorrelation between Latent Variables by SEM  

 1.PC 2.PS 3.PA 4.ENJ 5.PRI 6.ANG 7.ANX 8.SRL 

1 -        

2  .44    -       

3  .25  .20    -      

4  .41  .45  .55    -     

5  .29  .38  .40  .90    -    

6 -.28 -.60 -.40 -.50 -.39    -   

7 -.26 -.47 -.41 -.30 -.20  .83    -  

8  .18  .37  .44  .57  .51 -.49 -.46    - 
Note, all correlations between main variables are significant (p<.001). PC: Perceived choice, PS: Perceived structure, 

PA: Perceived autonomy (SDIs), ENJ: enjoyment, PRI: pride, ANG: anger, ANX: anxiety, SRL: self-regulated learning 

strategies.  
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Test of the Structural Model 

Given an acceptable measurement model, I moved to the second stage of the two 

step modeling, which is to test the hypotheses about patterns of causal effects among 

latent variables, the main analysis for this study. Basically, this step goes through 

comparing the fit of the original structural regression model (initial structural model) and 

those with different structural models to one another and to the fit of the CFA model 

(final measurement model) with chi-square difference test ( 2).  

As depicted in Figure 5, the test of the structural model in the present study 

involved four research questions in relation to the causal relationships among eight latent 

variables (perceived choice, perceived structure, perceived autonomy, enjoyment, pride, 

anger, anxiety, and self-regulated learning strategies). Broadly speaking, this analysis 

attempted to check whether students‘ perceived choice and perceived structure regarding 

their chosen course affect perceived autonomy, academic emotions, and use of self-

regulated learning strategies directly or indirectly.  

The initial structural model, which is imposed on the latent factors defined in the 

final measurement model, was tested for goodness of fit of the model to the given data, 

using the chi-square test and Hu and Bentler's (1999) cutoff criteria, as was the test of the 

measurement model. The goodness of fit of the initial structural model was not 

satisfactory in terms of the chi-square test and other fit indices (see Table 10). Therefore, 

I also made modifications that made sense conceptually to improve the model‘s fit using 

LM test so that the final structural model could be used for the study. After adding some 

correlations paths between latent variables to initial structure model (e.g., enjoyment  
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anger r= -.24, p<.01, see Figure 5), the final structural model fit the given data well (see 

Table 10).    

Test of Model Fit: Chi-square Difference ( 2) Test 

I did a Chi-square difference test because the fit of both the final measurement 

model and the final structural model was plausible. The purpose of a chi-square 

difference ( 2) test of the final measurement model and the final structural model is to 

test whether the structural model appears to fit significantly worse than the measurement 

model. If the difference between them is not significant (p>.05), it implies that using the 

more restricted model (final structural model) does not lower the fit. Therefore, the more 

restricted model can be chosen as a final model to answer the research questions. The chi-

square difference test showed that the two models were not significantly different from 

each other ( 2= 4.88, df = 2, p= .052, see Table 10), and thus, I could use the final 

structural model to test and interpret the research questions. Figure 5 shows the 

standardized structural model and Table 11 shows significant direct and indirect effects 

of the latent factors.  

Table 10 The Summary of Model-fit Statistics for Measurement and Structural Models 

Model χ2 df p CFI SRMR RMSEA 90%CI 

RMSEA 

Initial structural M 2701.704 628 .00 .871 .119 .074 .071  .077 

Final measurement M 1741.089 621 .00 .931 .072 .055 .052,  .058 

Final structural M  1746.969 623 .00 .930 .073 .055 .052,  .058 

Because the final structural model was supported, hypotheses regarding the 

relationship among the latent variables were explained based on this final structural 

model.  
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Figure 5 Final Structural Model
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Table 11 Path Estimates of Structural Model   
Dependent Variables  Path Direct/Indirect Specific paths Effect 

PA PC to PA Direct PC – PA(a)  .19** 

PS to PA Direct PS – PA(b)  .12* 

ENJ PC to ENJ Direct PC – ENJ(c)  .17** 

Indirect PC – PA – ENJ(a-k)  .09** 

PS to ENJ Direct PS – ENJ(g)  .28** 

Indirect PS – PA –ENJ(b-k)  .05* 

PA to ENJ Direct PA – ENJ(k)  .45** 

PRI 

 

PC to PRI Direct PC – PRI(d)  .10 

Indirect PC – PA –PRI(a-l)  .06** 

PS  to PRI Direct PS – PRI(h)  .27** 

Indirect PS – PA –PRI(b-l)  .04* 

PA to PRI Direct PA – PRI(l)  .31** 

ANG PC to ANG Direct PC – ANG(e)  .04 

Indirect PC – PA – ANG(a-m) -.06** 

PS to ANG Direct PS – ANG(i) -.55** 

Indirect PS – PA – ANG(b-m) -.03* 

PA to ANG Direct PA – ANG(m) -.29** 

ANX PC to ANX Direct PC – ANX(f)  .00 

Indirect PC – PA –ANX(a-n) -.06** 

PS to ANX Direct PS – ANX(j) -.41** 

Indirect PS – PA – ANX(b-n) -.04* 

PA to ANX Direct PA – ANX(n) -.32** 

SRL 

 

PC to SRL 

 

 

 

Direct PC – SRL(t) -.12* 

Indirect PC – PA – SRL(a-s)   .02 

Indirect PC – PA – ENJ – SRL(a-k-o)  .03 

Indirect PC – PA – PRI – SRL(a-l-p)  .01 

Indirect PC – PA – ANG –SRL(a-m-q)  .00 

Indirect PC – PA – ANX –SRL(a-n-r)  .02* 

Indirect PC – ENJ – SRL(c-o)  .06 

Indirect PC – PRI – SRL(d-p)  .01 

Indirect PC – ANG – SRL(e-q)  .00 

Indirect PC – ANX – SRL(f-r)  .00 

PS to SRL 

 

Direct PS – SRL(u)  .09 

Indirect PS – PA – SRL(b-s)  .01 

Indirect PS – PA – ENJ – SRL(b-k-o)  .02 

Indirect PS – PA – PRI – SRL(b-l-p)  .00 

Indirect PS – PA – ANG –SRL(b-m-q)  .00 

Indirect PS – PA – ANX –SRL(b-n-r)  .01 

Indirect PS – ENJ – SRL(g-o)  .10* 

Indirect PS – PRI – SRL(h-p)  .03 

Indirect PS – ANG – SRL(i-q) -.02 

Indirect PS – ANX – SRL(j-r)  .13** 

PA to SRL 

 

 

Direct PA – SRL(s)  .11* 

Indirect PA –ENJ –SRL(k-o)  .15* 

Indirect PA – PRI –SRL(l-p)  .03 

Indirect PA – ANG –SRL(m-q) -.01 

Indirect PA- ANX – SRL(n-r)  .10** 

ENJ to SRL Direct ENJ – SRL(o)  .34* 

PRI to SRL Direct PRI – SRL(p)  .11 

ANG to SRL Direct ANG – SRL(q)  .04 

ANX to SRL Direct ANX – SRL(r) -.31** 

Note, PC: Perceived choice, PS: Perceived structure, PA: Perceived autonomy (SDIs), ENJ: enjoyment, PRI: pride, 

ANG: anger, ANX: anxiety, SRL: self-regulated learning strategies.  
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HYPOTHESES  

Hypothesis 1 The level of perceived autonomy in the classroom will be related to 

the level of self-regulated learning strategies and its relationship will be mediated by four 

different academic emotions.   

Hypothesis 1(a): The level of perceived autonomy will be positively related to 

the level of self-regulated learning strategies (parameter s).  

As hypothesized, the level of students‘ perceived autonomy in the classroom was 

positively related to their self-regulated learning strategies (β =.11, p<.05).  

Hypothesis 1(b): The relationship between level of perceived autonomy and level 

of self-regulated learning strategies will be mediated differently by the levels of four 

separate academic emotions, such as enjoyment (parameter k-o), pride (l-p), anger (m-q), 

and anxiety (n-r). In other words, the level of perceived autonomy will be indirectly 

positively related to self-regulated learning strategies through higher levels of enjoyment 

and pride, and lower levels of anger and anxiety. 

As shown in Table 11, enjoyment and anxiety mediated differently the 

relationship between perceived autonomy and use of self-regulated learning strategies (β 

=.15, p<.05 and β =.10, p<.01, respectively). In other words, perceived autonomy was 

positively related to self-regulated learning strategies via higher level of enjoyment. And 

perceived autonomy was also positively associated with self-regulated learning strategies 

via decreased anxiety. However, contrary to the hypothesis, pride and anger did not 

mediate the relationship between perceived autonomy and use of self-regulated learning 

strategies (β =.03 and β = -.01, ps>.05, respectively)  
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Hypothesis 2 The levels of students‘ perceived choice (a) and structure (b) in the 

classroom will be positively related to the level of perceived autonomy.   

As hypothesized, students‘ perceived choice and structure in the classroom were 

positively related to their perceived autonomy (β=.19, p<.01 and β=.12, p<.05, 

respectively).  

 

Hypothesis 3 The levels of students‘ perceived choice and structure in the 

classroom will be associated differently with the levels of four separate academic 

emotions, and their relationships will be mediated by level of perceived autonomy.   

Hypothesis 3(a): The levels of students‘ perceived choice and structure will be 

positively related to the feelings of enjoyment (c & g) and pride (d & h), and inversely 

associated with anger (e & i) and anxiety (f & j).  

As hypothesized, the level of students‘ perceived choice was associated with the 

level of enjoyment (β = .17, p<.01). However, it was not related to pride, anger, and 

anxiety (β = .10, β = .04, and β = .00, ps>.05, respectively). On the other hand, the level 

of their perceived structure was positively related to enjoyment and pride (β = .28, and β 

= .27, ps<.01), and it was inversely related to feeling of anger and anxiety (β = -.55, and β 

= -.41, ps<.01).  

 Hypothesis 3(b): The levels of perceived choice and structure will be indirectly 

related to the levels of four separate academic emotions via the level of perceived 
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autonomy. Namely, students‘ perceived choice will be indirectly differently related to 

enjoyment (a-k), pride (a-l), anger (a-m), and anxiety (a-n) via higher level of their 

perception of autonomy. And students‘ perceived structure also will be indirectly 

differently related  to enjoyment (b-k), pride (b-l), anger (b-m), and anxiety (b-n) 

through higher level of their perception of autonomy.   

Supporting the hypothesis, perceived autonomy mediated the relationship 

between perceived choice and academic emotions (enjoyment β = .09, pride β = .06, 

anger β = -.06, anxiety β = -.06, ps <.01, respectively). That is, perceived choice was 

positively related to perceived autonomy. In turn, perceived autonomy was positively 

associated with enjoyment and pride, and negatively related to anger and anxiety.  

As hypothesized, perceived structure also positively predicted sense of autonomy, 

and then this increased sense of autonomy was positively related to enjoyment and pride, 

and inversely related to anger and anxiety as well (β = .05, β = .04, β = -.03, and β = -.04, 

ps<.05, respectively). 

 

Hypothesis 4 The levels of students‘ perceived choice and structure in the 

classroom will be related to the level of self-regulated learning strategies, and their 

relationships will be mediated by perceived autonomy, four different academic emotions, 

or both.    

Hypothesis 4(a): The levels of students‘ perceived choice (t) and structure (u) 

will be positively related to the level of self-regulated learning strategies.   
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In contrast to the hypothesis, perceived choice was negatively associated with 

self-regulated learning strategies (β = -.12, p<.05). In other words, the higher perception 

of choice was, the lower level of their self-regulated learning strategies. On the other 

hand, perceived structure in the classroom was not related to the level of self-regulated 

learning strategies (β = .09, p>.05).   

Hypothesis 4(b): The levels of perceived choice (a-s) and structure (b-s) will be 

indirectly positively associated with the level of self-regulated learning through the level 

of perceived autonomy.  

Contrary to my expectation, perceived autonomy did not mediate the relationship 

between choice and use of self-regulated learning strategies (β =.02, p>.05) nor the 

relationship between perceived structure and self-regulated learning strategies (β =.01, 

p>.05).  

Hypothesis 4(c): The levels of perceived choice and structure will be indirectly 

positively related to the level of self-regulated learning strategies via the levels of four 

different academic emotions. That is, perceived choice will be indirectly positively 

associated with self-regulation of learning through increased enjoyment (c-o) and pride 

(d-p), and decreased anger (e-q), and anxiety (f-r). And perceived structure also will be 

indirectly positively associated with use of self-regulated learning strategies through 

higher enjoyment (g-o) and pride (h-p), and lower anger (i-q) and anxiety (j-r). 

In contrast to the hypothesis, the relationship between perceived choice and the 

level of self-regulated learning strategies was not mediated by any of academic emotions 
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(β =.06, β = .01, β = .00, and β = .00, ps>.05, respectively). On the other hand, supporting 

partially hypothesis, the relationship between perceived structure and the level of self-

regulated learning was mediated by enjoyment and anxiety (β = .10, p<.05 and β = .13, 

p<.01, respectively). Namely, perceived structure was indirectly related to use of self-

regulated learning strategies via increased enjoyment and decreased anxiety. However, 

pride and anger did not mediate the relationship between perceived structure and self-

regulated learning strategies (β = .03, and β = -.02, ps>.05, respectively).  

 Hypothesis 4(d): The levels of perceived choice and structure will be indirectly 

positively related to self-regulated learning strategies via the level of perceived autonomy 

and the levels of four different academic emotions. More specifically, students‘ perceived 

choice will be indirectly positively related to use of self-regulated learning strategies 

through higher perceived autonomy, and then higher enjoyment (a-k-o) and pride (a-l-p), 

and lower anger (a-m-q) and anxiety (a-n-r). And students‘ perceived structure also will 

be indirectly positively related to use of self-regulated learning strategies through higher 

perceived autonomy, and then higher enjoyment (b-k-o) and pride (b-l-p), and anger (b-

m-q) and anxiety (b-n-r). 

While the relationship between perceived choice and the level of self-regulated 

learning strategies was mediated by the level of perceived autonomy and the level of 

anxiety (β=.02, p<.05), no other hypothesized relationships were supported by the results. 

In other words, perceived choice was positively related to perceived autonomy. In turn, 

the higher perceived autonomy they felt, the lower anxiety they felt. And finally, the 
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lower level of anxiety they felt, the higher level of self-regulated learning strategies they 

engaged in.   
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Chapter 5:  Discussion 

 

The purpose of this study was to examine whether students‘ perceptions of choice 

and structure would predict their sense of autonomy, academic emotions, and use of self-

regulated learning strategies. In this chapter, I will begin by summarizing and discussing 

the findings related to research questions from SEM analysis. Then I will discuss 

limitations of this study and future directions. Finally, I will end this chapter with 

implications for practice.  

DISCUSSION OF THE FINDINGS  

Research Question1  

The relationship among the level of perceived autonomy, the level of four separate 

academic emotions, and the level of self-regulated learning strategies  

The hypothesis that level of students‘ perceived autonomy in the classroom would 

be positively related to their self-regulated learning strategies was supported in this study 

(β =.11, p<.05 (see Hypothesis 1(a)). Namely, those who felt autonomous about their 

course were also more likely to report engaging in self-regulated learning. This result was 

in line with previous research and the argument that encouraging students‘ sense of 

autonomy is an important component to foster self-regulated learning skills (Ames, 1992; 

Ames & Ames, 1991; Deci et al., 1996; Pekrun, 2006; Perry et al., 2002; Standages, 

Duda, & Ntoumanis, 2005). Previously, Perry et al. (2002) found that Kindergarten to 3
rd

 

grade students tended to monitor and evaluate their learning progress more and seek help 

from their peer and teachers more often, as they were provided with more choices, 
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opportunities to evaluate their own learning, and nonthreatening feedback. Their study 

supported the positive relationship between sense of autonomy and self-regulated 

learning because those teaching behaviors can be speculated to result in the increases of 

sense of autonomy on the basis of previous studies (Reeve & Jang, 2006). The current 

study showed college level students also reported being engaged in self-regulated 

learning behaviors more, when they felt more autonomous in their course.  

An individual who feels autonomous might be characterized by control and 

ownership of his or her learning. Moreover, a person with a higher sense of autonomy 

may value his or her learning activities. And a self-regulated learner is a person who is 

able to reflectively and efficiently engage in learning. It is clear that the feeling of 

ownership is accompanied by development of self-regulated strategies for better 

understanding. Especially, the use of the self-regulated learning strategies measured in 

this study involved concentration, self-testing, study aids, and time management (see 

method section: LASSI) among other possible candidates. That is, a self-regulated learner 

in this study is defined as a person who is able to direct and maintain his or her attention 

on academic tasks (concentration), monitor understanding of the task (self-testing), use 

the support resources to learn (study aid), and manage the time effectively (time 

management). It is possible to say that as students perceive their learning activities to be 

self-initiated and self-regulated, they may further show higher levels of use of these self-

regulated learning behaviors. Thus, this finding implies that when students perceive their 

learning behavior as initiated and regulated by themselves, not by another, and, 
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moreover, as related to their own goal and values, they are more likely to experience 

ownership and responsibility for their learning, which may result in active and 

meaningful learning behaviors.    

In spite of its statistically significant relationship, however, it is difficult to 

estimate the practical significance, given that the path coefficient of the relationship was 

relatively small. It is possible that other variables might explain more of the variance in 

self-regulated learning strategies. From the perspective of self determination theory, this 

small relationship is plausible. SDT theorizes that in order for a human being to function 

in a fully self-determined manner, three innate psychological needs, those of autonomy, 

competence, and relatedness, have to be fulfilled. In the study that best illustrates this 

point, Reis, Sheldon, Gable, Roscoe, and Ryan (2000) found that satisfaction of each of 

these basic needs was an essential condition for students‘ effective functioning. 

According to their conclusions, one cannot be engaged fully in self-regulated learning 

without the fulfillment of sense of competence and relatedness, two variables I did not 

measure.  

The model in which level of perceived autonomy and level of self-regulated 

learning strategies would be mediated differently by the levels of four academic emotions 

(see Hypothesis 1(b)) was partially supported in the present study. The results of SEM 

indicated that whereas enjoyment and anxiety mediated the relationship between 

perceived autonomy and use of self-regulated learning strategies (β =.15, p<.05, β = .10, 

p<.01), pride and anger did not mediate this relationship even though these two emotions 
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were also predicted by perceived autonomy. Students‘ perceived autonomy predicted 

positively their feeling of enjoyment, and negatively their feeling of anxiety. In turn, as 

they felt higher enjoyment and lower anxiety, they tended to be more engaged in self-

regulated learning. This finding is related to one by Pekrun (2006) which I have argued 

makes a good case for the role of emotion as not only outcomes of classroom 

environment but also a determinant of future behaviors.  

First, focusing on the role of emotions as outcomes of classroom environment, 

many researchers have argued that students' sense of autonomy, as a basic need, emerges 

as a strong predictor of emotions (Assor & Kaplan, 2001; Black & Deci, 2000; 

Miserandino, 1996; Patrick, 1993; Pekrun, 2006). Feeling autonomous implies students‘ 

activities are integrated with their own values and goals. Thus, they might have more 

interest in their work and learning. This feeling, in turn, may lead to enjoyment and pride 

in their work. Black & Deci (2000) found that as students perceived their teachers to be 

autonomy supportive, their enjoyment increased and anxiety decreased. 

In contrast, when they do not feel autonomous, if they feel controlled by another, 

their enjoyment might decrease, and anger or anxiety may increase. Assor et al. (2005) 

argued that controlling teaching tended to make students perceive their behavior as 

judged and evaluated by another, interfering with students‘ preferred pace of action and 

their own preferences. This lack of feeling of ownership for their learning may induce a 

sense of guilt, anxiety, and anger. Practically, the findings from the current study are 

congruent with this previous research, revealing that a sense of autonomy was associated 
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with all four academic emotions in the direction that one would predict (i.e., higher 

enjoyment and pride, and lower anger and anxiety).  

Second, regarding the role of emotions as a determinant of future behaviors, such 

as self-regulated learning, only enjoyment and anxiety among the four emotions were 

significantly associated with self-regulated learning. Namely, as students reported higher 

enjoyment (β =.34, p<.01) and lower anxiety (β =-.31, p<.01), they were more likely to 

be engaged in self-regulated learning strategies. These results partially supported the 

arguments that positive emotions motivate students to focus on the task itself, assembling 

available learning resources that result in self-regulated learning, whereas negative 

emotions make them protect the self by assembling available coping resources 

(Boekaerts, 1995; Pekrun, 2006). Students who feel anxious might spend a large amount 

of cognitive resources and time being concerned about whether they can successfully 

complete the task, or why this negative feeling occurs. Finally, they might not be able to 

achieve deep conceptual understanding in their learning (Boekaerts, 1995; Brand et al., 

2007). Thus, negative feelings might interfere with meta-cognitive processes and more 

meaningful learning. In contrast to negative feelings, positive feelings, such as 

enjoyment, may encourage students to focus on their work itself regardless of outcome. 

This result was also in line with the work of Csikzentmihalyi (1990), which suggested 

that enjoyment from a flow experience helps students to concentrate deeply on the task 

and to approach it more flexibly. On the basis of these findings and arguments, higher 
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enjoyment and lower anxiety can serve as significant predictors of students‘ self-

regulated learning strategies.  

The results of no relationship between pride and anger and self-regulated learning 

strategies may be partially explained by bringing in the construct of outcome prospective 

versus outcome retrospective emotions. Pekrun (2006) characterized enjoyment and 

anxiety as outcome prospective emotions, and pride and anger as outcome retrospective 

emotions. Pride and anger tend to emerge after learners experience the result of their 

performance as either success or failure. In contrast, enjoyment and anxiety tend to be 

elicited before learners find out the outcome of their behavior. In other words, although 

enjoyment and anxiety usually influence their learning behavior and process, pride and 

anger tend to be provoked as the results of learning behaviors. Thus, the direction from 

prospective emotions (i.e., enjoyment, anxiety) to self-regulated learning strategies 

appears to make more sense than one from retrospective emotions to self-regulated 

learning strategies. The finding of no relationship between pride and anger and self-

regulated learning strategies might reveal this point. Nevertheless, further studies are 

required to test which emotion is more related to self-regulated learning as this argument 

does not seem to be strong enough.  

In general, students‘ self-regulated learning strategies were directly predicted by 

their sense of autonomy, and this relationship was mediated by increased enjoyment and 

decreased anxiety. 
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Research Question 2   

The relationships between levels of students’ perceived choice and structure and 

their level of perceived autonomy  

Supporting my hypothesis, the results of the SEM analysis revealed that both 

students‘ perceived choice and perceived structure in the classroom were positively 

related to their perceived autonomy, although the strength of the relationships were 

relatively small (β=.19, p<.01, β = .126, p <.05) (see Hypothesis 2). It is possible to infer 

from this that students‘ perceived autonomy could be influenced not only by their 

perceived choice but also by their perceived structure.  

First, the finding of a positive impact of choice on autonomy helps to integrate 

seemingly contradictory results from previous studies. There have been inconsistent 

findings and arguments about the effect of choice on autonomy or intrinsic motivation. 

Although some studies showed choice was a very good indicator of sense of autonomy 

(Cordova & Lepper, 1996; Moller et al., 2006), positive motivation, and learning 

outcome, others have found that choice might have no effect or even a negative effect on 

motivation and learning (Baumeister et al., 1998; Lyenger & Lepper, 2000).   

In support of self determination theory, this study supported the proposition that 

perceived choice positively contributed to feelings of autonomy. Making a choice has 

been commonly believed to be a critical component of sense of autonomy, and to result in 

positive motivation and performance. Some researchers posited that because choices 

students make are usually based on their interest and prior knowledge, they might be able 

to allocate more attention to the task and quickly identify the main points of what they are 
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learning (Cordova & Lepper, 1996; Hidi, 1990; Reynolds & Symons, 2002). Moreover, 

because making a choice increases the feeling of control and responsibility for a task, it 

also might have emotional and motivational benefits (Flowerday & Schraw, 2000). Thus, 

this finding from the current study is in line with this argument.  

Second, the finding of a positive relationship between perceived structure and 

sense of autonomy is also worth noting because little attention has been given to the role 

of structure on autonomy and learning despite its importance. This might be because 

well-structured or well-organized classroom environments have often been assumed as a 

kind of teacher-centered or as controlling teaching (Kunter et al., 2007). However, the 

results of this study contradicted the notion that a well-structured classroom environment 

is harmful to students‘ sense of autonomy. Rather, structure seemed to serve as a 

significant positive predictor of perceived autonomy. This finding parallels the work of 

Belmont and Skinner (1993) who found that a well-structured classroom enhanced 

students‘ behavioral engagement.   

Although the construct of perceived structure can be defined differently and 

named differently, from the perspective of self determination theory, structure refers to 

the amount of information in the context about how effectively to achieve a desired 

outcome. This construct involves clear communication of teachers‘ expectation, teachers‘ 

consistent and predictable response, instrumental help and support, and adjustment of 

teaching strategies to the level of the students. It is generally defined as instructors‘ active 

and considerate interventions to help students complete their learning goals.  
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Researchers have argued that we need to distinguish controlling teaching and 

well-structured teaching so that pertinent teacher engagement in student learning can be 

encouraged. They argued that these two approaches to teaching have different aims and 

different effects on outcomes. Controlling teaching forces students to work in the 

teacher‘s prioritized way, ignoring students‘ preferred pace and different opinions. Thus, 

it may be detrimental to student motivation and learning. In contrast, well-structured 

teaching helps students regulate their own learning by communicating appropriate 

information, guidelines, and alternatives. According to Ames (1992), even though 

offering students choices is a way of improving students‘ sense of autonomy, this choice 

may not necessarily enhance the feeling of autonomy without a teacher‘s support for 

selecting, planning, and applying the appropriate strategies. Previous studies supported 

the notion, revealing that structure has positive effects on students‘ motivation and 

learning (Grolnick & Ryan, 1989; Kunter, et al., 2007). For example, in one study by 

Kunter et al. (2007), effective classroom management including rule clarity and teacher 

monitoring was positively associated with student interest development. However, 

controlling teaching vs. well-organized and structured classroom management are 

controversial issues in determining effective instructional methods. Thus, the findings of 

the current study help us to address ongoing issues about the relationship between well-

structured teaching and controlling teaching.         

It is important to note, however, that the amount of variance of perceived 

autonomy explained by both perceived choice and structure was only 6%. This implies 
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that even though providing choice and structure might help students to feel autonomous, 

it is difficult to place great confidence on this statistically significant relationship. This 

finding indicated that variables other than these two might significantly contribute to 

perceived autonomy. Assor et al. (2002) found that fostering relevance, which explains 

the contribution of learning task to the learner's personal goal, was a more important 

component of autonomy support than provision of choice. Future research should 

examine which possible variables might affect the sense of autonomy more strongly. 

Especially, the finding that perceived choice of two constructs explained a low 

amount of variance of perceived autonomy supported in part the argument that it is 

difficult to use provision of choice and autonomy supportive teaching interchangeably. 

Stefanou et al. (2004) pointed out that many educators and teachers tend to treat 

autonomy supportive teaching as synonymous with choice in practice, taking it too 

literally. The finding of the present study is in line with this argument. Namely, it is 

possible to infer from this finding that provision of choice may be a necessary condition 

of perceived autonomy, not a sufficient condition.  

Research Question 3  

The relationship between the levels of students’ perceived choice and structure and 

the level of four separate academic emotions  

Direct relationships between perceived choice and structure and four academic 

emotions  

My hypothesis that level of students‘ perceived choice would directly be 

positively related to feelings of enjoyment and pride and inversely related to feelings of 
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anger and anxiety was partially supported by SEM results (see Hypothesis 3(a)). Namely, 

the level of students‘ perceived choice was positively associated with the level of 

enjoyment (β =.17, p<.01). Contrary to my expectations, however, perceived choice was 

not related to pride, anger, or anxiety. The finding of a positive relationship between 

perceived choice and enjoyment is not surprising because what they choose and the way 

they choose must be related to what students are most interested in, and interest is 

strongly tied to feeling of enjoyment.  

The lack of a relationship with pride, anger, and anxiety is also explained from 

results of previous studies and from logical argument. Some studies have indicated that 

choice might have no effect or even a negative effect on learning (Baumeister et al., 

1998; Flowerday & Schraw, 2000; Schwartz, 2000). Schwartz (2000) argued that because 

human beings tend to choose not rationally but habitually, they might be overwhelmed by 

too many options when they are given unconstrained choice. Therefore, some constraints 

may help them function optimally. According to Flowerday and Schraw (2000), teachers 

of elementary school students reported that students often seemed to be overwhelmed, 

confused and nervous by too many choices. In this respect, sometimes making choices 

may not help to reduce negative feelings and enhance adaptive feelings.   

In addition, it is possible to say that control beliefs (e.g., competence) might 

moderate the relationship between perceived choice and academic emotions. Pekrun et al. 

(2002) argued that value beliefs (i.e., task value) and control beliefs (i.e., competence) 

that students hold might interact in provoking different emotional reactions. That is, 
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different emotions can occur depending on the interaction between value and control 

belief. A choice that students make may be very valuable to them because they think the 

reason for involvement comes from their decision. However, if they do not feel 

competent in success in spite of a high task value, making a choice might not be 

facilitative of positive emotions or preventive of negative emotions.  

Supporting my hypothesis (see Hypothesis 3(a)), the level of perceived structure 

was positively related to enjoyment and pride (β = .28, β = .27, ps<.01) and inversely 

related to feelings of anger and anxiety (β = -.55, β = -.41, ps<.01). It is interesting to see 

that perceived structure acted as a significant predictor of all four different emotions, in 

contrast to perceived choice. This finding can be explained using the construct of 

competence belief. The reason that I attribute this result to competence belief is that 

previous work that my colleagues and I conducted (Kim, Kim, Walker, & Svinicki, 2008) 

revealed that competence beliefs more strongly predicted academic emotions (e.g., 

enjoyment, anger, anxiety, shame, hope, & hopeless) than perceived autonomy and 

relatedness. It is clear that since provision of well-structured teaching helps students to 

relate new knowledge to prior knowledge and use of appropriate learning strategies, it 

will increase sense of their control to produce the desired outcome. Namely, it is possible 

that competence belief is mediating the relationship between perceived structure and 

academic emotions. Thus, it might help explain why perceived structure increase positive 

emotions and decrease negative emotions. Future research could address this issue by 

examining the relationship among perceived structure, competence beliefs, and emotions.   
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In light of both results, it is clear that perceived structure played a more important 

role in academic emotions than perceived choice, revealing that while perceived choice 

was a significant predictor of enjoyment, perceived structure predicted all four academic 

emotions.   

Indirect relationships between of perceived choice and structure and academic 

emotions via perceived autonomy 

As hypothesized, the results of the present study supported mediating models that 

the levels of perceived choice and structure would be indirectly related to the levels of 

four different academic emotions via level of perceived autonomy, even though the 

strength of the relationships were relatively small (see Hypothesis 3(b)). More 

specifically, first, perceived autonomy mediated the relationship between perceived 

choice and academic emotions (enjoyment: β =.09, pride: β = .06, anger: β = -.06, 

anxiety: β = -.06, ps<.01). That is, perceived choice positively predicted sense of 

autonomy. In turn, the higher autonomy students felt, the higher their enjoyment and 

pride, and the lower their anger and anxiety.   

Like perceived choice, perceived structure positively predicted sense of 

autonomy, and then this increased sense of autonomy was positively related to enjoyment 

and pride, and inversely related to anger and anxiety as well (enjoyment β = .05, pride β 

= .04, anger β = -.03, anxiety β = -.04, ps<.05). This finding of significant indirect 

relationships between choice and all four academic emotions is interesting in the sense 

that perceived choice directly predicted only feelings of enjoyment. As Bollen (1989) 

pointed out, the relationships between constructs are sometimes explained better when 
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the mediating factors are explicitly added in a model. Thus, according to the model 

specified in the present study, a high level of perceived choice is only facilitative of 

students‘ academic emotions when mediated by a high level of perceived autonomy. 

These findings of mediating effects of sense of autonomy on the relationships between 

choice and emotions, and structure and emotions are congruent with Pekrun‘s (2006) 

model in which an autonomy supportive environment results in high intrinsic motivation. 

In turn, this increased intrinsic motivation provokes relevant emotions. Further studies 

are required to test whether this finding can be generalized to other participants as well.  

Summarizing the discussion about question 3, perceived choice predicted all four 

emotions with mediation by the sense of autonomy, whereas it directly predicted only 

enjoyment. I would say this mediation model is plausible for the relationship between 

perception of choice and academic emotions. On the other hand, perceived structure 

predicted enjoyment, pride, anger and anxiety not only directly but also indirectly via 

sense of autonomy. It is possible to infer from these results that perceived structure might 

be a stronger predictor of academic emotions than perceived choice.   

Research Question 4  

The relationship between the level of students’ perceived choice and structure and 

the level of self-regulated learning strategies 

This question investigated whether perceived choice and structure directly 

predicted self-regulated learning strategies, and whether these relationships were 

mediated by perceived autonomy, academic emotions, or both.  
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Direct relationships between perceived choice and structure and SRL  

Contrary to my hypothesis, perceived choice was negatively associated with use 

of self-regulated learning strategies (β = -.12, p<.05) (see Hypothesis 4(a)). In other 

words, as they perceived they were given more choice, students were less likely to be 

engaged in self-regulated learning. This finding was a most interesting and puzzling one. 

It is not congruent with Pekrun‘s (2006) argument in which autonomy supportive 

teaching is a significant predictor of self-regulated learning. However, this finding is in 

part consistent with some studies that found that although making a choice was related 

positively to affective engagements (e.g., increasing interest and, reducing anxiety), it had 

less of an influence on the cognitive aspect of learning (Flowerday & Shraw, 2003; 

Shraw et al., 1998; Stefanou et al., 2004). One possible explanation for the negative 

relationship I found lies in the theory of ego depletion. Since making a choice entails high 

self-control and psychological cost, learners are not motivated to engage in subsequent 

volitional action and self-regulated learning behaviors. Thus, it is possible that when they 

are given too many choices, learners might feel highly responsible for their action 

because they think all results rely on their own behaviors. In contrast, when choices are 

made by another, they might feel less responsible for their behaviors blaming another for 

potential failure. Psychological burden from too high a responsibility might interfere with 

their engagement in self-regulated learning. Future research should examine the 

relationship between choice and use of self-regulated learning strategies.   

Similarly, contrary to my expectation, perceived structure in the classroom was 

not related to the level of self-regulated learning strategies (see Hypothesis 4(b)). A 
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possible explanation of no relationship lies in the mediating variable of academic 

emotions because the simple correlation analysis showed there was significant correlation 

(r = .37) between perceived structure and self-regulated learning strategies (see Table 9), 

which I will discuss later.  

Indirect relationships between perceived choice and structure and SRL via perceived 

autonomy  

The SEM results did not support mediating models that the levels of perceived 

choice and structure would be indirectly positively associated with the level of self-

regulated learning strategies through the level of perceived autonomy (see Hypothesis 

4(b)). Statistically, when we remember the small relationships between perceived choice 

and autonomy, perceived structure and autonomy, and autonomy and self-regulated 

learning strategies, a non-significant indirect effect is understandable. Theoretically, the 

construct of perceived autonomy might be explained more by other variables, and SRL 

also may be explained more by other variables other than perceived autonomy, as 

discussed in research question 1 and 2.  

Indirect relationships between perceived choice and structure and SRL via academic 

emotion  

Other mediating models in which the levels of perceived choice and structure 

would be indirectly positively related to the level of self-regulated learning via the levels 

of four different academic emotions were partially supported (see Hypothesis 4(c)). That 

is, while the relationship between perceived choice and the level of self-regulated 

learning strategies was not mediated by any academic emotions, the relationship between 
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perceived structure and the level of self-regulated learning was mediated by enjoyment 

and anxiety (β =.10, p<.05, β = .13, p<.01). In other words, perceived structure was 

related to higher enjoyment and lower anxiety. In turn, this enjoyment was positively 

associated with use of self-regulated learning strategies and anxiety was negatively 

related with it. In sum, even though perceived structure was not directly related to self-

regulated learning strategies, it significantly predicted use of self-regulated learning 

strategies through increased enjoyment and decreased anxiety as its influence. In light of 

this finding, a model of academic emotions mediating between perceived structure and 

SRL was more beneficial to understanding their relationship than a direct relationship.    

It makes sense in that perceived structure appeared to be more strongly tied to 

academic emotion than perceived choice was, as I discussed above. Thus, it is possible to 

say perceived structure appears to have a more important role in predicting self-regulated 

learning strategies, compared to perceived choice. This implies that an instructor‘s help 

and guideline encourages students to get actively involved in their learning, rather than 

just an instructor giving choice and freedom. This finding also partially supported 

Pekrun‘s model about the subsequent relationship connecting autonomy supportive 

teaching, academic emotions, and self-regulated learning strategies, when we regard 

perceived structure as autonomy supportive teaching based on the result of research 

question 2.  
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Indirect relationships between perceived choice and structure and SRL via autonomy 

and academic emotion 

The two-step mediating models in which the levels of perceived choice and 

structure would be indirectly positively associated with self-regulated learning strategies 

via the level of perceived autonomy and subsequently the levels of four academic 

emotions were partially supported. However, while the relationship between perceived 

choice and the level of use of self-regulated learning strategies was mediated by the level 

of perceived autonomy and the level of anxiety (β= .02, p<.05), no other hypothesized 

two-step relationship was supported by the results. It could be suggested that higher 

perceived choice was related to higher perceived autonomy and then this perceived 

autonomy was associated with lower anxiety, and finally this lower anxiety was related to 

higher self-regulated learning strategies. Autonomy supportive teaching, involving the 

provision of choice, may cause students to have ownership about initiation and regulation 

of activities. This sense of autonomy might reduce the anxiety elicited from classroom 

activities which are not inherently intrinsically motivating. Finally, reduced anxiety helps 

them to focus on learning task not themselves.   

Overall, results of research question 4 showed that perceived choice and 

perceived structure indirectly predicted self-regulated learning through the mediation of 

academic emotions or sense of autonomy, rather than by direct relationships. A more 

interesting result is that while perceived choice predicted self-regulated learning 

strategies with mediation of autonomy and then academic emotion (e.g., anxiety), 

perceived structure predicted it only with mediation of academic emotions (enjoyment 
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and anxiety). It can be inferred that perceived choice is more related to sense of 

autonomy, whereas perceived structure is more associated with academic emotions.     

LIMITATIONS OF THIS STUDY AND ALTERNATIVE FUTURE DIRECTIONS  

Despite these encouraging findings, the current research has some important 

limitations worth noting. First, the findings from the present study relied on students‘ 

perception of the teacher‘s behaviors as a single source of both of choice and structure. 

There might be discrepancies between students‘ perceptions of teacher‘s provision of 

choice and structure and the teacher‘s own reports. Even though students perceive they 

are not given enough choice, teachers might report they provide a lot of choices in their 

teaching, and vise-versa. Taylor and Ntoumanis (2007) found that teachers‘ perceptions 

of autonomy support and structure were not related to student perceptions of the 

corresponding motivational strategies.  

It should be the students‘ perceptions that have the greatest influence in their 

behavior. Thus, their perception of teacher‘s instruction could provide a lot of 

implications for education. In spite of that, research on influences of teachers including 

additional sources, such as teachers‘ own report or objective measures (i.e., by an 

independent rater‘s observation) would be helpful to obtain more accurate and inclusive 

results. In addition, whose perception is more accurate and reliable, and why this 

difference happens are also interesting research questions for future work.   

Second, as noted in the results section, the test of measurement model showed the 

scales of perceived choice and self-regulated learning strategies had lower validities not 
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reaching substantive criteria of validity (at least 50%). That is, factor of perceived choice 

accounted for only 35% of the variance in the set of items. And 37 % of variance in the 

original set of items of self-regulation strategies was explained by the factor. These 

values cast doubt on whether the scale is assessing what it was intended to originally 

measure. The scale of perceived choice in the current study measured students' general 

perception of being given choice instead of assessing specific kinds of choices However, 

researchers have suggested various types of choices which might be provided in the 

classroom learning. For example, Reeves (2003) suggested ongoing choice and option 

choice, and Stenfanou et al. (2004) proposed organizational, procedural, and cognitive 

choices. Thus, it might be reasonable to doubt whether this scale covered all possible 

choices which students might be given in the classroom. In this study, the construct of 

perceived choice in this study explained only small amount of variance of sense of 

autonomy, did not predict some of academic emotions, and even negatively predicted 

self-regulated learning strategies, which were against hypotheses. It is possible that if all 

the specific types of choice are included in the scale, it might explain more variance, and 

produce different results.   

In the same manner, the scale of self-regulated learning strategies in this study 

involves only four components among possible components. Thus, if more possible self-

regulated strategies were added in the scales, construct validity might be increased and its 

more variance can be explained by predicted variables. .    
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In addition, in the case of the scale of perceived autonomy, researchers still doubt 

whether the way to calculate the self determination indices is reliable (i.e., multiplying 

each item by different weighting and adding them). It can be said that the way of 

calculating SDI is pretty arbitrary even though the way chosen by the present study was 

widely used and showed higher reliability and validity.   

Third, as many researchers have cautioned (Assor et al., 2002; Vansteenkiste, 

Zhou, Lens, & Soenens, 2005), the current study was a correlational study design, and as 

such, should be carefully interpreted in terms of causal relationships. Causal relationship 

can be interpreted in the study of experimental design, which controls the influence other 

confounding variables. Even though the structure equation model was created based on 

results from the previous studies, it is difficult to say causal relationships (e.g., saying 

choice influenced sense of autonomy) because other confounding variables were not 

perfectly controlled. Thus, more convincing evidence should be obtained by using 

experimental designs or longitudinal correlational designs. 

Fourth, as noted in the results section, parceling method was employed to reduce 

the original number of observed indicators of four different academic emotions. Even 

though this method is widely used in structural equation modeling (SEM) for this purpose 

(Bandalos, 2002) and high reliabilities from new composite indicators of each emotion 

were reported (e.g., from 91 to 95), the results based on this method may be different 

from those that use all original number of items.  
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Finally, it is also important to note that some of these findings were based on 

lower values of path coefficients. Thus, it is difficult to place a great deal of confidence in 

the specific magnitude of the estimated effects. Further studies are required to test 

whether these findings are a unique phenomenon of present study.  

IMPLICATIONS FOR PRACTICE  

The results appear to have some valuable practical implications for teachers. 

Especially, this study has implications about how they manage the choice and structure, 

both of which are controversial instructional methods, when they design the learning 

settings to promote students‘ autonomy, positive emotion, and furthermore self-regulated 

learning strategies. First, important practical implication of the current study is related to 

the provision of choice. Even though perceived choice was a significant predictor of 

sense of autonomy, it failed to explain much variance of the sense of autonomy. This 

finding indicated that we can not use provision of choice interchangeably with autonomy 

supportive teaching along the line of previous argument by Meyer (2004) and Stefanou et 

al (2004). Although making a choice helps students to feel autonomous, choice should be 

given in the context of additional autonomy supportive conditions. Previous studies have 

found that acknowledging students‘ feelings and providing rationale (relevance) would be 

included as context of additional autonomy-supportive facilitating conditions (Assor et 

al., 2002).  

In addition to that, taking into consideration the point that students‘ perception of 

choice was negatively related to use of self-regulated learning strategies in this study in 
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spite of indirect positive effect, teachers might need to think how to manipulate the 

provision of choices in the classroom. Patall et al. (2008) found from their meta-analysis 

that the effect of choice might vary depending on the types of choice (interesting vs., 

uninteresting), number of choice, condition of offering choice, and characteristics of 

individual (e.g., culture and age). Thus, when teachers provide students with choices, 

they might have to think about the conditions of making a choice in order to improve its 

positive impact.  

Another important practical implication of the present study pertains to provision 

of structure. As researchers have cautioned, overemphasis of students‘ autonomy tends to 

discourage teachers‘ deliberate intervention and engagement. As Meyer (2004) pointed 

out, this might be a problem resulted from the process of translating a constructivist view 

of learning into a constructivist view of teaching. Sometimes, a well structured classroom 

tends to be regarded as controlling teaching which interferes with students‘ meaningful 

learning. However, this finding of positive impact of structure on autonomy, positive 

emotions, and self-regulated learning strategies indicated that a well structured classroom 

was not the opposite of autonomy supportive teaching theoretically. It may actually be a 

necessary condition for students to feel autonomy and engage in learning activities with 

positive emotions.  

The other practical implication involves the role of academic emotions as a 

mediator. In this study, academic emotions served as outcomes of students‘ perceived 

choice, structure, and sense of autonomy, and determinants of use of self-regulated 
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learning strategies. This implies academic emotions might be deeply involved in learning 

process, either as facilitators of better performance or its hindrance. Thus, instructors 

need to try to acknowledge students‘ emotional reaction and help students to regulate 

their emotions.  
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Appendix A: The General Causality Orientations Scale 

These items pertain to a series of hypothetical sketches. Each sketch describes an incident 

and lists a way of responding to it. Please read each sketch, imagine yourself in that 

situation, and then consider the possible response. Think of the response option in terms 

of how likely it is that you would respond that way. 

 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

 Very unlikely    moderately likely    Very likely 

 

1. You have been offered a new position in a company where you have worked for 

some time. The first question that is likely to come to mind is: I wonder if the new work 

will be interesting.  

2. You have a school-age daughter. On parents' night the instructor tells you that 

your daughter is doing poorly and doesn't seem involved in the work. You are likely to: 

Talk it over with your daughter to understand further what the problem is.    

3. You had a job interview several weeks ago. In the mail you received a form letter 

which states that the position has been filled. It is likely that you might think: Somehow 

they didn't see my qualifications as matching their needs.   

4. You are a plant supervisor and have been charged with the task of allotting coffee 

breaks to three workers who cannot all break at once. You would likely handle this by: 

Telling the three workers the situation and having them work with you on the schedule.   

5. A close (same-sex) friend of yours has been moody lately, and a couple of times 

has become very angry with you over "nothing."  You might: Share your observations 

with him/her and try to find out what is going on for him/her.   
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6. You have just received the results of a test you took, and you discovered that you 

did very poorly.  Your initial reaction is likely to be: "I wonder how it is I did so poorly," 

and feel disappointed.  

7. You have been invited to a large party where you know very few people.  As you 

look forward to the evening, you would likely expect that: You'll find some people with 

whom you can relate.  

8. You are asked to plan a picnic for yourself and your fellow employees.  Your 

style for approaching this project could most likely be characterized as: Seek 

participation:  get inputs from others who want to make them before you make the final 

plans.   

9. Recently a position opened up at your place of work that could have meant a 

promotion for you. However, a person you work with was offered the job rather than you.  

In evaluating the situation, you're likely to think:  You would probably take a look at 

factors in your own performance that led you to be passed over. 

10. You are embarking on a new career.  The most important consideration is likely 

to be: How interested you are in that kind of work. 

11. A woman who works for you has generally done an adequate job.  However, for 

the past two weeks her work has not been up to par and she appears to be less actively 

interested in her work.  Your reaction is likely to be:  Ask her about the problem and let 

her know you are available to help work it out.  

12. Your company has promoted you to a position in a city far from your present 

location.  As you think about the move you would probably: Feel interested in the new 

challenge and a little nervous at the same time. 
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Appendix B: Course Characteristic Information  

1. What dept is the course you picked for your responses to the survey in? 

____architecture    _____liberal arts 

____business    _____natural sciences 

____communication   _____nursing 

____education    _____pharmacy 

____engineering   _____social work 

____fine arts    _____undeclared (you are not a part of any college) 

 

2. Please pick all activities which are included in the class session. 

 

a) Lecture  

b) Discussion  

c) Lab 

d) Small group activity 

e) Individual activity (e.g., filling out worksheet, individual study time) 

f) Other ___________ 

 

3. How many students are in the class? 

 

_____over 100 students  

_____ 60 – 100 students 

_____26 – 59 students  

_____less than 25 students  

 

4. Is this a required class?  _______Yes  _________No  
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Appendix C: Perceived Choice Scale  

Please read each of the following items carefully, thinking about how it relates to the 

course that you picked and then indicate how true it is for you. 

 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

              Not at all true       Sort of true         Very true 

 

1. When I am doing something that is interesting to me – my instructor gives me enough 

time to finish it. 

2. My instructor allows me to choose how to do my class work in the classroom. 

 3. My instructor asks us which topics we would like to study more and which we prefer 

to study less. 

4. My instructor asks us if there is anything we would like to change in the way of 

teaching. 

 5. My instructor allows me to choose to study topics that are interesting to me. 

6. When my instructor gives us an assignment she or he allows us to choose which 

questions to answer. 

 7. My instructor encourages me to work on class work in my own way.  
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Appendix D: Perceived Structure Scale  

Please read each of the following items carefully, thinking about how it relates to the 

course that you choose, and then indicate how true it is for you. 

         

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

             Not at all true      Somewhat true        Very true 

 

1. When I do something right, my instructor always lets me know. 

2. My instructor makes it clear what he/she expects of me in school. 

3. My instructor shows me how to solve problems for myself. 

4. My instructor makes sure I understand before he/she goes on. 

5. My instructor treats me fairly. 

6. I know what my instructor expects of me in this class. 

7. If I can‘t solve a problem, my instructor shows me different way to try to. 

8. My instructor checks to see if I‘m ready before he/she starts a new topic. 

9. When my instructor tells me he/she will do something I know he/she will do it. 

10. My instructor keeps changing the rules in this class. 

11. My instructor doesn‘t help me, even when I need it. 

12. My instructor doesn‘t check to see if I‘m keeping up with him/her. 

13. My instructor doesn‘t treat me like everyone else when I break the rules. 

14. My instructor doesn‘t make it clear what he/she expects of me in class. 

15. Even when I run into problems, my instructor doesn‘t help me. 

16. My instructor doesn‘t know when I‘m ready to go on. 

17. Every time I do something wrong, my instructor acts differently. 

18. My instructor keeps changing how he/she acts towards me. 

19. My instructor doesn‘t tell me what he/she expects of me in school. 

20. My instructor doesn‘t seem to know when I need help. 
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21. My instructor doesn‘t check to see if I understand before he/she goes on. 

 

Contingency (6 items, alpha=.65): 1, 5, 9, 13, 17, 18.  

Expectations (5 items, alpha=.68): 2, 6, 10, 14, 19.  

Help/Support (5 items, alpha=.70): 3, 7, 11, 15, 20.  

Adjustment/Monitoring (5 items, alpha=.73): 4, 8, 12, 16, 21.  
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Appendix E: Perceived Autonomy Scale  

Please read each of the following items carefully, thinking about how it relates to the 

course that you remembered, and then indicate how true it is for you. 

 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

             Not at all true       Somewhat true       Very true 

 

A. Why do I do my assignment in this course? 

1. Because I want the instructor to think I‘m a good student. 

2. Because I would get in trouble if I don‘t. 

3. Because it‘s fun. 

4. Because I‘d feel bad about myself if I don‘t do it. 

5. Because I want to understand the subject. 

6. Because that‘s what I am supposed to do. 

7. Because I enjoy doing my assignment. 

8. Because it‘s important to me to do my assignment. 

 

 

B. Why do I work on my class work in this course? 

9. So that the instructor will not be disappointed with me. 

10. Because I want the instructor to think I‘m a good student. 

11. Because I want to learn new things. 

12. Because I would be ashamed of myself if it don‘t get done. 

13. Because it‘s fun. 

14. Because that‘s the rule. 

15. Because I enjoy doing my class work. 

16. Because it‘s important to me to work on my class work. 
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C. Why do I try to participate in this class? 

17. Because I want the other students to think I‘m smart. 

18. Because I feel ashamed of myself when I don‘t try. 

19. Because I enjoy participating in class. 

20. Because that‘s what I am supposed to do. 

21. To find out if I‘m right or wrong. 

22. Because it‘s fun to participate in class. 

23. Because it‘s important to me to try to participate in class. 

24. Because I want the instructor to say nice things about me. 

 

 

D. Why do I try to do well in this course? 

25. Because that‘s what I am supposed to do. 

26. So my instructor will think I‘m a good student. 

27. Because I enjoy doing my class work well. 

28. Because I would be penalized if I don‘t do well. 

29. Because I would feel really bad about myself if I don‘t do well. 

30. Because it‘s important to me to try to do well in this class. 

31. Because I would feel really proud of myself if I do well. 

32. Because I might get a reward if I do well. 

 

 

External Regulation (nine items): 2, 6, 9, 14, 20, 24, 25, 28, 32. 

Introjected Regulation (nine items): 1, 4, 10, 12, 17, 18, 26, 29, 31. 

Identified Regulation (seven items): 5, 8, 11, 16, 21, 23, 30.  

Intrinsic Regulation (seven items): 3, 7, 13, 15, 19, 22, 27.    
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Appendix F: Academic Emotion Scale  

The following questions pertain to feelings you might experience during being in the 

class that you picked. Please indicate how you feel typically during the class. 

 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

  Strongly Disagree     Neutral        Strongly Agree 

 

1. I get excited about going to this class. 

2. I am proud of myself in this class. 

3. I feel frustrated in this class. 

4. I get scared that I might say something wrong, so I‘d rather not say anything in this 

class. 

5. I am looking forward to learning a lot in this class. 

6. I take pride in being able to keep up with the material in this class. 

7. I am angry in this class. 

8. Thinking about this class makes me feel uneasy. 

9. My enjoyment of this class makes me want to participate. 

10. I am proud that I do better than the others in this course. 

11. Because I am angry I get restless in this class. 

12. I worry the others will understand more than me in this class. 

13. I enjoy participating so much that I get energized in this class. 

14. I think that I can be proud of what I know about this subject. 

15. I wish I didn‘t have to attend this class because it makes me angry. 

16. When I think about this class, I get queasy. 

17. I am motivated to go to this class because it‘s exciting. 

18. I am proud of the contributions I have made in this class. 

19. I feel anger welling up in me in this class. 

20. I get tense in this class. 
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21. I enjoy being in this class. 

22. When I make good contributions in this class, I get even more motivated. 

23. When I think of the time I wasted in this class I get aggravated. 

24. Even before this class, I worry whether I would be able to understand the material. 

25. After this class, I start looking forward to the next class. 

26. Because I take pride in my accomplishments in this course, I am motivated to 

continue. 

27. Thinking about the poor quality of this course makes me angry. 

28. I feel scared in this class. 

29. I am happy that I understood the material in this class. 

30. I would like to tell my friends about how well I did in this course. 

31. Thinking about all the useless things I have to learn in this class made me irritated. 

32. I feel nervous in this class. 

33. I worry whether I‘m sufficiently prepared for the lesson in this class. 

34. I am glad that it paid off to go to this class. 

35. I wish I could tell the instructor off. 

36. I worry whether the demands in this class might be too great. 

37. It‘s so exciting that I could sit in this class for hours listening to the instructor. 

38. Because I‘m so nervous I would rather skip this class. 

39. When I don‘t understand something important in this class, my heart races. 

40. When I do well in this class, my heart throbs with pride. 

 

Enjoyment (ten items): 1, 5, 9, 13, 17, 21, 25, 29, 34, 37. 

Pride (nine items): 2, 6, 10, 14, 18, 22, 26, 30, 40.  

Anger (nine items): 3, 7, 11, 15, 19, 23, 27, 31, 35.  

Anxiety (twelve items): 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28, 32, 33, 36, 38, 39.    
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Appendix G: Self-regulated Learning Strategies Scale   

* Two items per each subscale were presented here due to a copyright   

This instrument is related to how you learn and study in the class that you picked. You 

need to read each statement and then mark a response. 

 

1 2 3 4 5 6  7 

  Not at all typical of me     Somewhat typical of me   Very much typical of me 

 

1. I concentrate fully when studying.  

2. I find it hard to stick to a study schedule.  

3. When I decide to study, I set aside a specific length of time and stick to it.  

4. Because I don‘t listen carefully, I don‘t understand some course material.  

5. I try to identify potential test questions when reviewing my class material.  

6. My underlining is helpful when review text material. 

9. When preparing for an exam, I create questions that I think might be included.  

10. If there is a web site for my textbook, I use the information provided there to help me 

learn the material.  

 

Concentration: 1, 4®.  

Self-testing: 5, 15.  

Study aids: 6, 10. 

Time management: 2®, 3  

(® = reverse score)  
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Appendix H: Demographic Information  

1. What is your gender? ______M     _______F 

 

2. What is your classification?  

_____ Freshman  

_____Sophomore 

_____ Junior 

_____Senior  

______ Other (specify) ____________ 

 

3. What is ethnicity which describes you?   

______White/Euro-American    _____Black/African American     

______Hispanic/Latino   _____Asian/Asian American/Oriental   ______American 

Indian/Native American      ______Mixed    Other (specify) ______________             

______No Response  

 

4. What is your age? _____  

 

5. What is your current major?  

_____architecture   _____liberal arts 

_____business    _____natural sciences 

_____communication   _____nursing 

_____education   _____pharmacy 

_____engineering   _____social work 

_____fine arts    _____undeclared (you are not a part of any college)  

_____other __________ 
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Appendix I: Exploratory Factor Analysis for Four Academic Emotions  

Table 12 Exploratory Factor Analysis for Enjoyment  

Items Factor 1(Enjoyment) 

enjoy6 .891 

enjoy5 .882 

enjoy1 .868 

enjoy3 .807 

enjoy2 .758 

enjoy4 .687 

enjoy10 .670 

enjoy9 .638 

enjoy8 .609 

enjoy7 .462 

Note. Eigenvalue and percent of variance for factor is as follows: Enjoyment (5.46, 

54.63%)  

 

Table13 Exploratory Factor Analysis for Pride   

Items Factor 1(Pride) 

pride7 .803 

pride1 .766 

pride2 .738 

pride4 .737 

pride5 .713 

pride8 .687 

pride6 .648 

pride3 .634 

pride9 .593 

Note. Eigenvalue and percent of variance for factor is as follows: Pride (4.47, 49.71) 
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Table 14 Exploratory Factor Analysis for Anger  

Items Factor 1(Anger) 

anger2 .848 

anger4 .847 

anger3 .844 

anger5 .835 

anger7 .741 

anger8 .690 

anger9 .673 

anger6 .658 

anger1 .625 

Note. Eigenvalue and percent of variance for factor is as follows: Anger (5.15, 57.22) 

 

Table15 Exploratory Factor Analysis for Anxiety   

Items Factor 1(Anxiety) 

anxiety8 .877 

anxiety7 .834 

anxiety5 .803 

anxiety2 .796 

anxiety11 .775 

anxiety4 .772 

anxiety6 .770 

anxiety10 .743 

anxiety9 .732 

anxiety12 .709 

anxiety3 .659 

anxiety1 .502 

Note. Eigenvalue and percent of variance for factor is as follows: Anxiety (6.81, 56.76) 
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